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Plant leader as a role model
What leads to sustained high performance in manufacturing? Is it
the mentality of the management and the workforce in the factory that
matter most? Or has it more to do with better equipment purchases and
new technology adoption? More or less, all these factors contribute to
the manufacturing success, but sustaining high levels of performance is
more about leadership than training or using the latest problem-solving
tools and techniques. Behind the performance of every manufacturing
plant is the plant manager who mobilises the involvement of others
in creating and realising a compelling vision with a clear product and
technology strategy. In fact, the importance of the plant leader as a role
model for manufacturing success was one of the conclusions of a global
benchmarking survey of a few manufacturing plants all over the world,
which summarised the plant manager’s role as to create an environment
in which people feel free to experiment and take risks. That is what drives
innovation and breakthroughs in performance.
It’s been observed that manufacturing plants that score consistently
high levels of performance (on-time delivery, quality, safety) extensively
make use of productivity improvement tools with a hands-on, peopleoriented management style. With this, plant leaders have to focus
simultaneously on breaking bottlenecks in the flow of operations and on
improving process capability. They have to create an environment that
encourages experimentation, the engine of innovation and continuous
improvement. They have to stay close to the shop floor, relentlessly
following through on implementation, and at the same time they have to
get along well with their people.
In this context, we are happy to present you this edition of EM with
an interesting Cover Story where plant leaders have contributed their
views on the plant leadership challenges and how to achieve and sustain
manufacturing excellence in today’s competitive environment.
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With rapid digitalisation, it is essential
for the Indian manufacturing industry
to adopt Smart and Lean manufacturing
practices throughout the system and
transform into digital manufacturing plants
to remain competitive in the global market.
Smart manufacturing practices
precede the implementation of digital
manufacturing. Keeping this forward
approach in mind, manufacturers need to
explore the strategies and actionable steps
that can be taken by enterprises, so as to
make the most of smart manufacturing
technologies and become globally
competitive. The key smart technologies
enabling the fourth industrial revolution
are the IoT platforms, mobile devices,
location detection technologies, advanced
human machine interface, 3D printing,
smart sensors, Big Data analytics, multilevel customer interactions and customer
profiling, augmented reality wearables and
cloud computing, and automation.
Additionally, by connecting more
machines digitally, the operations cycle
achieves higher levels of efficiency
through an organisation-wide cultural
transformation. As lean thinking is
applied to the pull system, everything is
produced as per the customers’ needs—
the customer pulls production and in turn,
8
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LEAN MANUFACTURING
– THE WAY TO
MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE
every workstation pulls requirements from
the previous one based on the customer
demand. Lean manufacturing practices are
inarguably the best available tools to achieve
excellence in any manufacturing operation.
To succeed and achieve profitable
growth, the 7Ps that should be focused
upon are People, Plant (machinery),
Policies, Product (quality), Procedures
(customer service, on-time delivery),
Processes (5S, Lean, SWP) and total
productive maintenance. This philosophy
is based on implementing Lean
manufacturing practices like Kaizen
events, Lean tools and senior management
leadership lean projects.
Presently, the major Lean tools
being implemented are—value stream
mapping, 5S and visual management &
control, standard work practices, total
productive maintenance and Kaizen
culture and Single Minute Exchange

of Dies. In industrial foundries, Lean
tools have already helped improve the
financial performance and customer
service by unlocking organisational value
in the current VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex, and Ambiguous) environment.
The physical changes that can occur by
implementing 5S & visual factory and
cost reduction through various senior
management leadership programs will
prove to be breakthroughs.
Smart and Lean manufacturing have
also helped to visualise the present level of
waste occurring and the future possibilities
of reducing or eliminating them. The
current practices of Smart and Lean
manufacturing are indeed eliminating
waste with less manual effort. For this, it
is necessary to understand and completely
apply Smart and Lean tools and initiatives
and adopt a 0/100 philosophy—the strife
to achieve Zero waste and 100% efficiency.
These value-added activities should be
connected in the whole process and must
flow through the entire production route,
to be followed not only by management,
but also by the workforce through a
top-down approach. This will lead to
an increase in production efficiency by
identifying and concentrating on activities
that represent value for the customer. ☐
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Dynapac inaugurates new manufacturing facility in Pune
Dynapac India recently inaugurated its new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in
Pune for its road construction equipment. The facility, which spans over 5.5 acres of
land and has a strength of about 100 employees, was inaugurated by Jean-Claude
Fayat, President & CEO, Fayat Group. The facility offers its customer base the
strength of new technology that will make them more competitive in the growing road
market in India. With the new plant, the company aims to boost up the sales in the
market. Sharing his plans of expansion, Fayat cited,” We will leverage the facility’s
expertise and technologies together with our existing portfolio in order to
continuously develop equipment that closely addresses our customers’ needs.”

Fibro India inaugurates its second phase of operations

Fibro India recently inaugurated its second phase of operations near Pune in the
hands of Klemens Schmeiderer, speaker of the board, LÄPPLE group and Jürgen
Gurt, Managing Director, Fibro GmbH, the part of LÄPPLE group. The new plant
is primarily constructed for rotary tables business, which in turn will follow the
‘Standard Parts’ business model, i.e. local manufacturing. At this juncture, the
company also launched its cent per cent ‘Made in India’ rotary table for
automation, FIBROTOR ER 13, website and webshop for the convenience of its
customers. Sharing the plans, Gurt, asserted, “We are planning to invest more for
localisation of additional products for standard parts and rotary tables.”

Sandvik Coromant showcases new paths to success at IMTEX 2019

Sandvik Coromant recently presented innovative digital machining solutions, designed to reduce
waste and increase efficiency for customers at IMTEX 2019. These innovations included CoroPlus®
Process Control, CoroPlus® ToolGuide and CoroPlus® ToolLibrary. Along with software that helps
improve design and production planning, the company showcased networked tool and process-control
solutions. Speaking about IMTEX and Sandvik Coromant’s participation, Michael Eneberg, Sandvik
Coromant President – Sales Area South & East Asia, asserted, “At the trade fair, we are proud to
present our high-end solutions, all of which are designed to help our customers become more efficient,
productive and profitable.” Sharing his thoughts as well, Sunil Joshi, Vice President, Digital Machining
– South & East Asia, Sandvik Coromant India, said, “Indians are very prepared to know the solutions
that we offer. Besides, the demand for our applications has also been going up in the last few years.”

New L&T Armoured System complex inaugurated in Hazira

L&T recently inaugurated the new division of L&T Armoured System complex in Hazira for
manufacturing of K9 Vajra Tanks in presence of Narendra Modi, the Prime Minister of India;
Nirmala Sitaraman, the Defence Minister and A M Naik, Chairman, L&T. The K9 VAJRA-T
155 mm / 52 cal tracked self-propelled Howitzer meets the requirements of 21st century
warfare. The Armoured Systems Complex is a highly automated facility, equipped with
advanced robotic systems for a very high level of automation that has the capability to
produce armoured plates & forgings as well as armoured systems, under a single roof. L&T is
using Zayer THERA-W as their main machine for manufacturing of K9 Tank, which is a
gantry type CNC milling machine or machining centre, with moving bridge with fixed table and
moving cross beam. Orient Enterprise, Mumbai, is the exclusive partner for Zayer in India.
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Solar manufacturing to generate ₹48,000-cr investments
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has approved a ₹8,580-crore
scheme under which companies owned by the Central Government will set up 12,000 MW
of solar power plants over the next four years using India-made solar modules. The scheme
is expected to engender investments of ₹48,000 crore and create around 200,000 jobs.
India has about 3 GW of cell and 9 GW of module manufacturing capacity, though only 1.5
GW and 3 GW of them, respectively, are actively in use. A statement issued by the Centre
narrated, “The scheme will mandate use of both solar photovoltaic cells and modules
manufactured domestically as per specifications and testing requirements fixed by MNRE.”

Premium Transmission launches product development centre in Kolkata

Premium Transmission recently strengthened its footprint in the eastern part of India by opening a
new development centre in Kolkata. The centre will accelerate the industrial growth in West Bengal and
be instrumental in the infrastructural growth of India. This unit is poised to surge the growth momentum
ahead. It is an extension of the company’s current R&D activities and aims to develop innovative
products, catering to core sectors like steel, power, oil & gas etc. Sharing his belief and plan, Neeraj
Bisaria, MD & CEO, Premium Transmission, asserted, “We hope to create a favourable employment
scenario in the state and simultaneously be instrumental in the industrial growth of the country.”

U-Tech Utpadan inaugurates new manufacturing facility
U-Tech Utpadan recently inaugurated a manufacturing facility as a result of an agreement with BFW to
manufacture and supply chip conveyors and coolant systems that meet BFW’s requirements. This
facility and a fabrication shop were inaugurated at the hands of Ravi Raghavan, MD & CEO, BFW, in
the presence of L S Umesh, CEO and Director, Ace Manufacturing. Under the ‘JIT’ model, the company
will manufacture and stock BFW requirements, supplying the same to the production line, reducing
inventory and transportation costs. Anant Deshpande, Executive Director, will be heading this new
project and will have the able guidance of H A Udaya, Founder and Managing Director, U-Tech Group.
Raghupathi and Santosh will support in the manufacturing/assembly and complete the core team.

Rane TRW Steering Systems opens new facility at Trichy for occupant safety products
Rane TRW Steering Systems, a joint venture of Rane Group with ZF Group, recently opened a new facility for occupant safety
products at Tiruchirapalli (Trichy), Tamil Nadu. The new facility will address the expected market demand and add capacity to
localise laser cutting of fabrics and airbag cushion manufacturing for captive and exports. Adding on the importance for the
Indian market, Suresh KV, Head of ZF India, states, “Safety is becoming a key driver for tomorrow’s mobility. With this
investment, both joint venture partners firmly support the target to significantly reduce the number of total road fatalities.
Bringing key safety technology to the Indian market underlines the growing importance of this region for the automotive world.”
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TAGMA organises 4th International Tooling Summit
Tool and Gauge Manufacturers Association (TAGMA) recently organised the fourth edition of International Tooling Summit (ITS) in
Pune, with the theme “Indian Tooling Industry: Forming & Moulding the Future”. The two-day event saw four panel discussions, 16
technical sessions, with about 40 speakers discussing various topics that impact the Indian tooling industry. Various companies
showcased their state-of-the-art technology through technical sessions and stalls at the event that targeted companies and professionals
associated with the die & mould industry.
The summit was inaugurated in the presence of the chief guests – Sunil Kakkar, Executive Director (Supply Chain), Maruti Suzuki
India; Saurabh Kumar, DGOF & Chairman, Ordnance Factory Board; Laxmi Laxman, General Manager, PCK Budrus (present on behalf of
Peter Vetter, Head, Quality Planning Tool Steels, Buderus Edelstahl); N Reghuraj, MD – NTTF; Founder President, TAGMA India; D K
Sharma, President, TAGMA INDIA; and D Shanmugasundaram, Vice President, TAGMA India.
Welcoming over 400 professionals from around the world, Sharma said, “The total tooling demand for FY-17 in India was USD 2,070
million and is expected to reach USD 2,683 million by FY-2020 with the CAGR of 9%.” Further sharing his views, Kakkar elucidated, “At
present, the Indian automotive industry contributes 7.5% to the Indian GDP and 49% in the Indian manufacturing industry’s GDP. It is set
to grow further, thanks to the rising income, increasing population and better infrastructure." Moving on, Laxman addressed the gathering
on behalf of Vetter and delivered his message, which highlighted the changing dynamics and future challenges of the automotive industry.
This was followed by a speech by Kumar who spoke about the current happenings in the Indian defence sector, activities of the ordnance
factory and opportunities for tool makers.
Subsequently, Reghuraj was felicitated and presented the lifetime achievement award by TAGMA India. Next, Ashim Sharma, Partner &
Group Head, Business Performance Improvement Consulting (Auto, Engineering & Logistics), Nomura Research Institute India, presented an
overview of the tooling industry. Besides, panel discussions on topics like, ‘OEMs and Tooling Suppliers - Collaborative Approach’;
‘Subtractive & Additive Technologies – How Will the Coexistence Emerge in Future?’; ‘Emerging Sectors for Indian Tool Makers’; and
‘Changing Dynamics in Auto Sector - Impact on Indian Tooling Industry’ were held. Plus, technical sessions, such as, ‘Overview on global
toolmakers in Asia, Europe and US/Canada and how Indian toolmakers can reach to their standards’ by Dirk Soltau, Head of ChemiKaufteilemanagement – Beschaffung, Volkswagen; ‘Future Of Making’ by Pankaj Gauba, Head, Digital Manufacturing Group, India & Middle
East, Autodesk; ‘Today's Solution for Tomorrow's Challenges’ by T S Gopalakrishnan, Director, Multiple Special Steel; ‘A look into the 2K
Mould Technology’ by Alan Cecco, Design Director, Silver Basis Group; ‘Smart Manufacturing in Tool Rooms for Improved Productivity, Quality
and Delivery’ by Prof Asim Tewari, Chair Professor in the Department of Mechanical Engg and Head of the NCAIR at IIT, Bombay; and ‘Critical
aspects in Skin Panel Dies’ by Martin Heckmann, Development Engineer, LÄPPLE Automotive, and more were held during the event.
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“Coatings are the future of
the heat treatment industry”
…says Nilesh Pendharkar, Managing Director, Ferronite Metal Treatment India, in this
interview with Juili Eklahare. He shares his views on the trend of vacuum nitriding and
how SMEs have to struggle to adopt new technologies due to high initial cost. Excerpts…
Which are the end-user industry sectors under focus for
Ferronite Metal Treatment India? Where do you see the major
growth coming from and what are the key growth drivers?
Our basic application is to increase wear & tear and fatigue
life in steel. The main end-user industry for us would be
automotive, defence and electrical, although the treatment
is required for all sectors, from domestic to surgery. We
see major growth coming from domestic vehicles, off-road
equipment and defence. That’s because the
automotive sector has electric cars to look
forward to, but commercial vehicles and
off-road equipment, such as, tractors or
JCB cannot be electrified or will be difficult
to electrify for the next 20 to 30 years.
What is your impression/outlook for the
heat-treating industry in India? How are the
advanced technology adoption levels?
The heat treating industry in India is
in a good condition and is heading
towards growth. Eventually, all comes
down to quality. If companies direct
their efforts towards top-notch quality,
then development is bound to be there.
Companies are certainly going for advanced technologies
now, such as, vacuum heat treatment or vacuum nitriding
because the production cost is low. On the other hand, the
initial cost for these technologies is very high which, for now,
only big companies can afford. Nevertheless, SMEs have to
struggle in adopting these technologies due to the very same
high costs.
A developing trend is vacuum nitriding. Is this a more
expensive approach than a typical pit furnace? Also, what per
cent of your business revolves around nitriding?

14

Vacuum nitriding is definitely more expensive than a typical
pit furnace. That’s because, compared to a convention
furnace, the equipment cost of vacuum nitriding is high and
the rate of deposition is very low. So, even if vacuum nitriding
is expensive, it comes with its advantages, which makes it
preferable. Our business, too, is purely into nitriding, making
nitriding 80 per cent of our business while the remaining 20
per cent involving other commercial heat treatments.
What further advancements in heat treating
do you see in the future?
Coatings will be the future of the heat
treatment industry. When I say coatings,
I mean nitriding. However, it is not iron
nitriding; it could be titanium nitriding
or carbon coating, etc, which are all PVD
(Physical Vapour Deposition) coatings.
Coatings have a very low temperature
due to which they do not affect the basic
material property. What’s more, it helps
increase the wear and tear life.
What do you see for Ferronite Metal
Treatment India down the road? Can you
share with us the company’s short-term and long-term plans?
Our short-term goal is to bring all equipment facilities
under one roof and strive to be number one in nitriding
and vacuum by 2020-21. As for our long-term goal, we
aim to search business for electric vehicle components and
some diversification in coating technology. The reason
for the latter is that coating is going to survive for at least
the next 20 years. It is common in Europe; however, it is
expensive in Asian and other developing countries. That
calls for giving these countries cheaper solutions, which we
are working on. ☐
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“The key to success is synergy”
…says Swapnil Sansare, CEO & Founder, Divide By Zero Technologies, in this interview with
Suchi Adhikari. He further elaborates on the ever-increasing hike in demand in the field
of 3D Printing and shares how enterprises need to focus on synergising machines, materials
and software to deliver excellence. Excerpts…
Divide by Zero Technologies is known to be an industrial grade
3D Printer manufacturer in India. Could you briefly describe
your journey from being a start-up company to becoming one of
the pioneers in the sector?
It all started in 2013 when we realised that the Indian
market needed world-class, yet cost-effective 3D Printing
solutions. Thus, our company, which had begun with just
2 people, has grown into a 30 people business and has had
over 500 installations across India and abroad. Over the
last few years, we have been working on pioneering new
Additive Manufacturing technologies, such as, the patented
Advanced Fusion Plastic Modelling
(AFPM™) technology and India’s first
selective laser sintering technology. It is
being developed with our expertise in 3D
Printing, material engineering and software
development, to deliver a technology that
resolves all concerns of strength, form, fit,
and functionality.
Which sub-sectors and enterprises do you
cater to? Can you elaborate on the 3D Printing
market in India as well as abroad?
With cutting-edge technology and domain
expertise, our enterprise has worked with
leading ventures and government agencies.
The major sub-sectors catered to include
orthopedic and dentistry sub-sectors in the medical sector,
EV and NPD segments of the automotive sector, jigs and
fixtures in the tooling sector, and the engineering division
in the field of education. Further, in the spirit of the ‘Make
in India’ initiative, we have been the first Indian 3D Printer
manufacturing company to export machines to countries
abroad. The market is growing exponentially in India and
abroad and there is a demand for more material variants and
high-speed precision printers.
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With the estimated augmentation in global demands for 3D
Printing technologies, how do you innovate and deliver products
that cater to the demands of your target market?
At Divide By Zero, we constantly work on new technologies and
educate ourselves on the latest technological trends and solutions.
We comprehend the global demands through our customer
experiences and market trends. We believe that the key to success
is synergy—thus, we try to synergise material, machine and
software to meet the industry expectations.
What sets apart your company’s products and technology from that
of your competitors? Are there any launches
in the subsequent months that we can look
forward to?
Divide By Zero believes in adhering to its
standards of supplying the optimum 3D
Printing solutions, which are also cost-effective.
Being a company that offers products which
are at par with global industry standards, DBZ
works for innovative projects with visionary
clients. We are also launching India’s first
Laser Sintering 3D Printer, which will mimic
the strength of molded components and can be
used for end-use part manufacturing.
Divide by Zero has undertaken the mission
of becoming the global leader in 3D Printing
domain by 2022. How do you plan to achieve this ambitious target?
At Divide By Zero Technologies, we are working on different 3D
Printing technologies with adeptness in different domains. This
year, we are launching two high-speed Polymer & Resin based
3D Printers, which are much faster than our current technology
for industry-wide applications. Subsequently, we are growing our
dealer network across India and the globe. With strong synergy
across industry for materials, software and technology, we are
swiftly inching towards our goal. ☐
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Connecting
across the globe!
Mark Zuckerberg
CO-FOUNDER & CEO,
FACEBOOK

As a prominent technology entrepreneur
and a prodigious computer programmer, a
doting father and a philanthropist, Mark
Zuckerberg has been a meritorious and
influential personality globally over the past
decade. With a self-made net worth of $60.2
billion, he has to his credit the acclaimed
social media platform of Facebook, inspiring
a generation of hackers, programmers and
developers worldwide.
Zuckerberg was expeditious in his
learning with his interests in language,
science and computers. For long, his motto
has been to “Move fast and break things.
Unless you are breaking stuff, you are not
moving fast enough.” With a keen interest
in writing softwares since a young age,
Zuckerberg designed the messenger software,
ZuckNet during his middle school years.
By the time he started at Harvard
University, he had already gained repute
as a programmer and went on to write
the program, CourseMatch during his
sophomore year. Additionally, he created
Facemash a short while later and jumped
into writing code for The facebook, which
was launched on February 4, 2004 and
made history in the social networking
18

MOVE FAST AND BREAK
THINGS. UNLESS YOU ARE
BREAKING STUFF, YOU ARE NOT
MOVING FAST ENOUGH.
world. Although Zuckerberg dropped out of
Harvard in his sophomore year in order to
complete his project, he received an honorary
degree from Harvard in May 2017.
Facebook came into being, initially,
as just a means of establishing contacts.
“Facebook was built to accomplish a social
mission—to make the world more open and
connected,” he once shared. With statistics
of 2.32 million monthly active users as
a testament of the company’s eminence,
Facebook’s committed and contended user
base resonates with Zuckerberg’s approach.
Zuckerberg worked tirelessly by continually
altering the website, as, according to him,
“By giving people the power to share, we’re
making the world more transparent.”
By the culmination of 2007, he also
pioneered a development platform for
programmers to create social applications

within Facebook by the name Facebook
Platform, and announced the social
advertising system, Beacon.
For Zuckerberg, connectivity is a human
right. Driven by this philosophy, he launched
the Internet.org project in late August 2013,
with the aim of merging ideas globally to
create new markets and job opportunities.
The billionnaire’s humanitarian beliefs
focus on providing everyone with access to
jobs, education, health, communications
and making a big change in the world. In
2016, Zuckerberg was among the “Top 10
Business Visionaries Creating Value for the
World” due to a pledge taken by him and
his wife, Priscilla Chan, to give away 99% of
their Facebook stake over their lifetimes to
charitable purposes for “advancing human
potential and promoting equality”.

Suchi Adhikari
SENIOR SUBEDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
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C O V E R S TO R Y T E C H N O L O G Y

SUSTAINING EXCELLENCE IN MANUFACTURING

Plant leader’s perspective

The pace at which changes took place in the manufacturing sector a few decades ago was
far less than what is happening today, and the plant leadership has to be visionary,
equipped & skilled enough to take charge and put technology to its best advantage. We
have no choice but to adopt the technological advancement to our advantage, if not
proactively at least concurrently, lest we are left behind and end up into the oblivion. The
Cover Story features a series of interviews where plant leaders from various manufacturing
companies discuss how they and their teams work towards achieving and sustaining
excellence in manufacturing, challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and
a competitive business environment and the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing.
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“Use digitalisation judiciously”
“Look at adopting Additive Manufacturing to deliver
consistent quality and also to reduce fatigue of associates
working on shopfloor”
Navid S Talib,
Plant Operations Head (Mfg, Quality, Engg & Development),
Honda Cars India
How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a common
goal of the organisation?
As a plant lifecycle moves from planning, engineering and startup phases and onto the operation and maintenance phases,
the focus turns to keeping the plant operational at optimal
performance at lowest possible costs. Today, specially in Indian
context, only those will survive who are cost competitive and
the ones who deliver VFM. The plant must continuously devise
strategies to remain cost competitive at all times. The role of
plant leaders have changed in the sense that now the scope is
not limited to production, delivery and quality. He must now
understand what the cost drivers are and where the waste is most
significant so as to use digitalisation judiciously for monitoring
critical work stations. Typically, the biggest opportunities
come in these areas: Breaking bottlenecks to improve the OEE
percentage on work stations; improve internal quality, i.e.
improve straight-pass yield / reduce rejections; improve shopfloor
ergonomics to increase efficiency; improve supplier management
by developing alternate source for high usage raw materials.
How is the workforce evolving with the rapidly changing
technology era?
I believe that technology will boost productivity and economic
growth—but to make sure that it is optimally used, education
is needed. It’s absolutely critical to prepare the workforce for
this new world of work. Now is the time to take a deeper look
at the changing roles and opportunities that smart technologies
present to create the future workforce. The manufacturers must
have a contingency of right-skilled workers in place who are
committed to problem solving, progress, and innovation.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are being used
in your manufacturing plant?
The way we work is changing and there's now more pressure than
ever to be as efficient as possible. At Honda we have the philosophy

“Respect for individuals” which means each individual is unique
and all ideas need to be respected. To improve productivity, we
drive various programmes like New Honda Circle (NHC) where
a group of associates create improvement themes and implement
on their respective work stations. We have implemented TPM
to improve the overall work environment and it is running
successfully with the involvement of all manufacturing associates.
Other tools being used are PDCA, MOST & QICS (our inhouse
developed system for real-time quality information and
countermeasure monitoring).
How big is the impact of digitalisation and technologies like
Additive Manufacturing on manufacturing?
Digitalisation is the way forward and is here to stay. Having
said that, it is imperative to stay cost competitive as well.
While Europe, America & Japan have started shifting towards
manufacturing 4.0, we need to be very cautious and just not look
to copy-paste, given the fact that we will lose the cost edge in
this rat race. We need to look at judiciously introducing IoT and
be very selective in deciding the quantum of its use on critical
stations. Instead, look at adopting Additive Manufacturing to
deliver consistent quality and also to reduce fatigue of associates
working on shopfloor.
Could you please share some examples for adoption of Additive
Manufacturing on shopfloor of Honda Cars India?
This was one of those “Out-of-box” ideas, where we decided to
use 3D printed inspection jigs in our body shop. This not only
made the jigs 75% lighter but also very user-friendly, to leave our
associates working on the welding line delighted. The Additive
Manufacturing project, in collaboration with Stratasys India,
involved a detailed study of our existing jigs and fixtures. These
were then redesigned for Additive Manufacturing where we
replaced metal with plastic, made them lighter, more ergonomic
while cutting down the lead time by almost 60%. ☐

Stratasys' Additive Manufacturing-based
solution for Honda Cars India Ltd
The additively manufactured jig resulted in
significant weight reduction, lead time reduction
(both above 60%) and conversion of metal to
plastic part with ergonomic design enhancing
EM | Mar 2019
employee health and safety.
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“Reducing lead time & cost”
“Focus on the 5Ps:
People, Plant, Policies, Product & Procedures ”
Ashutosh Athalye
Senior VP, Projects, Engg & Technology
Sigma Electric Manufacturing Corporation

Do you think the Indian manufacturing industry is at
par with global standards? If not, which are the areas of
improvements?
Indian companies are still lagging on innovation and R&D
expenditure as compared to their global counterparts.
However, Indian manufacturing companies have been
increasingly restructuring operations and implementing
world-class practices. These practices help these companies
become globally competitive, especially in sectors, such
as, auto and auto components. Availability of low-cost
engineering skills is further helping them to attract global
players to India for development of their parts. Many
companies are better than global standards & are getting
benchmarked, but there’s still a significant room for
improvement for spreading this manufacturing excellence all
across the industry.
How can plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement?
The plant manager, along with the cross functional teams,
can focus on achieving operational excellence through
focus on Lean/TPM. Our operations and manufacturing
philosophy is built around the belief that to succeed and
achieve profitable growth, we must focus on the 5Ps: People,
Plant (Machinery), Policies, Product (Quality) & Procedures
(Customer Service, On Time Delivery), Processes (Lean, 5S,
SWP, TPM). The philosophy is based on implementing the
lean transformation process, implementing several Kaizen
and senior management leadership programmes.
Cellular manufacturing is deployed all across the organisation
supported by poka-yoke & standard work. The plant manager
conducts daily meetings at the workplace to review daily
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performance along with the cell leaders. The corrective &
preventive actions are decided within the team & monitored
& implemented till satisfactory closure. The performance is
monitored by senior manager team through shop floor visits
& monthly performance review with the plant managers &
their teams.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
Lean has been successfully implemented in our company
over the past 13 years to achieve continual improvement and
counter the constant inflationary environment. We started
lean implementation with Value Stream Mapping (VSM).
All processes from order receipt to accounts receivable were
mapped and analysed. This helped identify the wastes and
potential areas, processes & elements for improvements.
The team focused on creating flow & eliminating non-value
added activities & process improvements, which had a lower
financial investment. Then the team focused on improving
operational efficiencies & process capabilities by minimising
variations & managing abnormalities. Once the flow &
process capabilities were improved, the team then looked into
the entire value chain. We reduced our lead time & cost for
raw material by backward integration. Variation in volume &
product mix were addressed by ‘Production Smoothing’, thus
improving our DSI & Service Levels (OTD).
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and
a competitive business environment?
Increased labour rates in India, unavailability of adequate
skill level of workforce, keeping pace with latest technologies,
shorter product life cycles are some of the challenges in today’s
competitive business environment. ☐
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“Increasing responsiveness”
“Leadership today, should be more agile and adaptive to
dynamic scenarios”
D S Ravindra Raju
President-Manufacturing
Deepak Fertilisers & Petrochemicals Corporation

How do you compare the Indian shop-floors with that in
the developed countries? Do you think Indian industry
is at par with the global standards? If not, which are the
areas of improvements?
Indian shop floors in chemical and fertiliser industry
are advancing with times and are comparable to any
international standards in some of the sectors. Equipment
manufacturers are already providing services all over the
world. India being a global leader in the IT industry, its
integration with manufacturing has happened in a big way.
Areas of improvement can be supply chain and logistics.
A huge value gets locked up in these areas, which can be
efficiently utilised and reduce working capital needs.

strategic alignment is needed to be brought in by the leader.

How is the workforce evolving with the rapidly changing
technology era?
The Indian workforce is quite adaptive. Post-emergence of
IT in the early 1990s, many hardcore manufacturing persons
had moved to IT and have contributed extremely well to
it. Now times are changing. With reduced outsourcing
principles, manufacturing is gaining its old status. Within
manufacturing, workforce have adapted well to the new
technologies, new toolsets, new way of workings and even
new managements.

What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
We use various improvement tools like 5S, TPM and Kaizen
for improvement in processes and equipment availability. We
also have developed business intelligence tools, world class
SAP, auditing and compliance management software.

How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a
common goal of the organisation?
Manufacturing has become more “glocal” (global as well as
local), tying in local talents to achieve needs of the global
market place. A plant leader’s role is to make that happen.
Local issues, be it from workforce to regulatory keep
cropping up and have the power to disrupt the manufacturing
temporarily or on a permanent basis. Even though each
employee works for betterment of the organisation the
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How can the plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate & business unit strategy of continuous
improvement?
Corporate and business unit strategy should be aligned. In
fact, business strategy is derived from corporate strategy
only. As an example, from our organisation is we have
dedicated our all resources for fertiliser expansion because
of which we postponed our industrial chemicals expansion
and other investments. Fertiliser manufacturing is our top
priority and serving farmers is our moto.

Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world
and a competitive business environment?
Leadership today, should be more agile and adaptive to
dynamic scenarios (both internal and external), driven
by technology and competition. Challenges may even
need strategic goals to be revisited and realigned. It is
leadership duty to keep a tab on what’s is happening in the
market place and industry. A big challenge is to increase
responsiveness to customers and to the environment. With
climate change experienced by all there is tremendous
pressure on leaders to be more environment-friendly in a
cost-effective way. ☐
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“Make effective use of automation”
“Plant leaders need to be alert and manufacturing must be
agile. They need to keep themselves well-informed about the
law of land and the societal & political framework.”
Hussain Shariyarr
Sr Vice President & Head – Manufacturing
Godrej Appliances
Can you share your observations on the manufacturing
sector in India? How do you think the sector has evolved
over the years?
Companies in the Indian manufacturing sector are
restructuring operations and adopting world-class lean
manufacturing practices in their bid to improve productivity,
quality consistency, profits and become globally competitive.
While India has attracted an FDI inflow of USD 22 billion
earlier this year, its export numbers are still staggeringly
low, which is one of the key indicators in terms of global
manufacturing competitiveness. The challenge lies in the
adoption of advanced manufacturing technologies by the SMEs
and MSMEs, rather than the large manufacturing houses, to be
at par with global benchmarks.
Do you think the plant leaders’ role is also changing with
the changes in the manufacturing world? How can plant
leaders make a difference in achieving a common goal of
the organisation?
Operating in the VUCA environment, the plant leader’s
role remains as one of the most challenging ones, where the
boardroom meets the shop floor. Being drivers of the future
of manufacturing, the plant leaders institutionalise a shared
vision across the value chain, from suppliers to customers.
Collaboration amongst all stakeholders, while creating value
through the seamless adoption of innovation, is one of the
key priorities for plant leaders. They also need to focus more
on effective use of automation for achieving energy efficiency
and sustainability, while creating smart flexible manufacturing
setups having demand-driven supply chains in order to meet
customer expectations. Yet, another area of challenge for plant
leaders is retention of the right talent, which is critical for the
success of the future of Indian manufacturing.
How can the plant managers and their teams work towards
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achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement? Can you give examples from your organisation?
Plant managers need to cascade the strategic goals to the
operational level and implement the mantra of excellence
down the line in each operation, i.e. differentiate from the
competition, be smarter, be more agile and be aligned. We, at
Godrej Appliances, have worked towards transforming our
factories by creating a strategy model for manufacturing, which
addresses needs and expectations of all stakeholders.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitalisation journey?
When we talk about digitalisation in manufacturing, we
are referring to the use of digital technologies to create
sustainable growth for manufacturers of all sizes. Over the past
decade, digitalisation, as a tool for growth, has led to greater
productivity, efficiency, and flexibility, with optimisation
of digital systems and processes throughout the production
cycle. The digitisation journey roadmap at our end includes
the evolving and integration of ERP, Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) and Product Life Cycle Management (PLM) – the
three pillars of manufacturing.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and
a competitive business environment?
The strategies formulated in boardrooms must quickly be
delivered by the plant, keeping in mind the optimal performance
at the lowest cost. Benchmarking continuously with the best
and innovating at every step is the key to competitiveness. Thus,
plant leaders need to be alert and manufacturing must be agile.
Secondly, plant leaders need to keep themselves well-informed
about the law of land and the societal & political framework. ☐
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“Upskilling of workforce”
“For any business to be sustainable in the long run, the
entire value chain has to get aligned towards a single
common goal”
Rajiv Gandhi
Senior Executive Director (Production), Maruti Suzuki India

How is the manufacturing workforce evolving with the rapidly
changing technology era?
With the rapidly changing technology and introduction of
advanced features in vehicles, the industry requires workforce
with skill-sets to match the transformation. Our company has
taken various initiatives to enhance knowledge and capabilities of
employees. These initiatives cover both, shopfloor and managerial
employees.
How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a common
goal of the organisation?
The aim of any business is to be sustainable and earn profits in
the long run. For any business to be sustainable in the long run,
the entire value chain has to get aligned towards a single common
goal. This is only possible by aligning teams through various
engagement initiatives which gives them a platform to showcase
their mettle and in turn, benefit the organisation.
How can plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement? Can you give examples from your organisation?
At Maruti Suzuki, a lot of focus is on shopfloor engagement
activities like quality circles, suggestion scheme, Kaizens
etc. There is a core group at each plant location and a central
group which strategises the improvement initiatives across all
the locations, be it improvement in basic shopfloor working
conditions, the tools, the equipment and all other kinds of
peripherals which are required for efficient manufacturing.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are being used
in your manufacturing plant?
We have our own Maruti Production System (derived from
Suzuki Production System), which is aimed at MUDA (waste)
elimination. We use tools like REBA (Rapid Entire Body Analysis)
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for operator’s fatigue reduction due to bending, turning, etc.
How big is the impact of digitisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitisation journey?
Auto sector is witnessing a transition like other manufacturing
industries. It’s in transition of being more smart, Industry 4.0.
The question which arises is how Indian businesses can adapt and
adopt as compared to other big markets such as USA & China
in order to boost their competitiveness for exports and domestic
consumption as well. In this scenario, the entire value chain
including part manufacturers, logistic suppliers, core auto sector
and dealers have to be competitive and upgraded.
There has to be a sync between man and digitisation in
manufacturing. There has been quite an evolution in Indian
manufacturing over the years. The controls have shifted
from being human dependent to digital based, leading to
less dependency on humans. At our company, the entire
manufacturing of a car is tracked and controlled digitally
through various IT-based systems. This is much needed, due
to complexities involved in the manufacturing of a vehicle,
wherein over 30,000 parts are to be fitted in a car. We need to
go step-by-step in the digitisation journey, keeping in mind the
constraints and specific needs of a particular setup.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership challenges
in today’s rapidly changing technology world and a competitive
business environment?
One of the major challenges which is in front of any plant
leader is the upskilling of workforce with the changing
technology. We have to gear up with time and take all possible
measures to keep up with the pace. For example, with the
advent of EVs in the automobile sector, the entire landscape of
skill requirement is going to change, and that is going to be a
chief challenge for all of us. ☐
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“A leader walks his talk”
“The journey of digitisation should start from support
functions to provide the data for better management of
the shop”
M Govindarajan,
Chief Operating Officer,
IP Rings
How can the plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement? Can you give examples from your organisation?
Every plant manager has his own speciality and his team
members, too. Plant managers with this speciality play a
key role in the success of an organisation. In IP Rings, to
have better teamwork between functions (departments), they
are grouped according to the nature of business/work and
there is a group review instead of a conventional department
review. For example, Business Development Group is formed
comprising of sales, marketing, product development,
R&D. Goals of this group are being reviewed by the topmanagement on a quarterly basis.
How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a
common goal of the organisation?
Frankly speaking, the plant leader’s role is not getting
changed but refined to make quicker decisions based on the
availability of numerous data in digital form. This virtual
data plays a major role in the success of an organisation.
Nevertheless, visit to the Gemba, giving a pep-talk to
workers, gives the real enthusiasm to the team and reduces
the significant gap between the virtual data and real data.
Do you think the Indian industry is at par with global
standards? If not, which are the areas of improvements?
Shopfloors of the tier-1 Indian suppliers are comparable to
MNCs. But, a lot has to improve in tier-2 & tier-3 segments.
Work-culture of the people has to change to go a long-way in
listening, following, executing, sustaining and then improving.
Innovative ideas are the need of the hour for our nation to
march forward in the global market with a better pace.
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What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
Consistency in the quality is the first step for productivity
improvement. We focus a lot on this by using the Zero Defect
(ZED) tools in addition to the conventional productivity
improvement tools like PQ Analysis, Re-layout, video study,
takt-time – cycle time comparison, Man-Machine Balance
and doing continual improvements.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitalisation journey?
As said earlier, the impact of availability of data in the digital
form has helped in making faster business decisions. The
journey of digitisation should start from support functions
to provide the data for better management of the shop. Then
from the individual processes, the data should pour-in to the
support functions. By synchronising this appropriately, we
can make faster and wiser business decisions.
What makes a good plant leader, according to you,
in today’s rapidly changing technology world and a
competitive business environment?
A leader is a person ‘who walks his talk’ and ‘acts what he
preaches to others’. A good leader will be followed by all
employees, even in difficult situations as the mass believes
that “whatever change the leader does or wants is for the
welfare of the organisation as a whole”. In addition to the
customers and suppliers partners, plant leadership should
have a good connect with R&D centres, facility/machine
manufacturers,
universities/colleges,
service/social
organisations to share/learn and to cope-up to the rapid
changes in the business. ☐
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“Plant leaders need to be pragmatic”
“ Ever-changing technology, innovation in every field
and one-up competition have made the job of a plant
leader challenging”
Krishna Shetty,
CO (Works), Biorad Medisys

How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a
common goal of the organisation?
Plant managers’ roles are cut-out and need to be more
pragmatic in understanding the need of the hour and be
flexible in adapting to innovations and ever-changing
technologies. They have to lead their team from the front in
realising the vision and goals set by the company and uphold
the values. They have to detect gaps in the systems, identify
bottlenecks that affect the productivity and resolve them with
active participation of the staff involved.
How can plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement? Can you give examples from your
organisation?
Sustaining excellence in manufacturing is harder than reaching
it. Complacence has no place in any industry and continuous
improvement helps keep one in the competition. Better work
environment, good amenities, cultural activities and outings
for the workers go a long way in retaining good staff and
reducing attrition. Being a manufacturer of life-saving medical
devices, we train our staff to be more responsible and instill
ownership qualities in them. We seek ideas from them, give
them leadership roles and welcome their active participation
in decision-making.
How is the workforce evolving with the rapidly changing
technology era?
It is a challenge for the shopfloor staff to keep up with rapidly
advancing technology. This warrants periodic change control
trainings by the company to prepare workers to understand
new technology and work on newer machines. To make things
easier now, companies are employing people with better
qualifications & skill and who can adapt quickly to the changes.
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What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
We use value mapping for identifying and monitoring projects
for process improvement. We conduct periodic trainings to
workers to bring them up-to-date with the latest technologies
and innovations. Investments in latest 5-axis and integrated
CNC machines, laser cutting and welding machines have
helped us achieve precision in machining required in our
industry. We have installed automated vertical storage
& retrieval system for our raw materials and introduced
automation in polishing & ultrasonic cleaning operations,
which eliminates human contamination.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Digitalisation has become a necessity rather than a luxury in
today’s scenario. In my opinion, digitalisation is a harbinger
of better productivity, sustained quality, rapid turnaround and
increased efficiency with cost reduction. Some people, with the
perception that manufacturing is exclusively labour oriented
manual work, fear that digital transformation may result in
lesser employment opportunities and result in unemployment.
These fears are unfound and in their own interest they should
accept the benefits of digitalisation and introduce the same in
their workplace in a phased manner.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and
a competitive business environment?
Ever-changing technology, innovation in every field and oneup competition have made the job of a plant leader much
more challenging and difficult. Since we manufacture our
own patented medical devices, one of the areas of concern is
the information security. Today’s technology, while enabling
us to stay connected, may also expose us to the threat of data
pilferage. ☐
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“Benchmark against the best”
“ Plant leader’s role is to ensure highest levels of safety,
consistent quality & continuous improvement with
innovation”
Hitendra Mishra
Senior Vice President & Head – EEC & EECD, VE Commercial Vehicles

How can plant leaders make a difference in achieving a
common goal of the organisation?
The plant leader’s role has undergone a transformation in
the last decade. Earlier, the plant leader was expected to
deliver more than demand, whereas now the role is to ensure
highest levels of safety, consistent quality (less than 50 PPM)
and continuous improvement with innovation in operations,
cost, throughput etc. Further, the plant leader is expected to
lead the employees, be involved in employee’s engagement
and motivation programmes to enhance their productivity,
improve quality and optimise cost.
How can the plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving and sustaining excellence under the umbrella
of a corporate and business unit strategy of continuous
improvement? Can you give examples from your
organization?
“Less is More” concept is also applicable in corporate
strategy. Plant managers have to focus on a few aspects
and make significant changes; if they spread themselves
too thin then it may affect productivity and quality. Their
area of focus should include manpower productivity, asset
productivity, built-in quality of processes and cost reduction
or inventory levels. In my experience, we ensure worldclass
quality as the key driver for the business. You must identify
specific goals with a detailed roadmap of the deliverables for
each individual/division. This must be followed by proper
review and facilitation to ensure the right execution.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
The key measure of asset productivity is OEE, a strong
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tool to improve efficiency. However, tools like VSM is also
used to ensure the right level of throughput. For improving
productivity, inventory turnover ratio is used. Large scale
automation including inspection is a clear tool or method to
assess and improve manpower productivity.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitalisation journey?
Digitalisation is becoming critical in shopfloor management
and Industry 4.0 will soon become the order of the day.
However, every organisation needs to be prudent on
investment in digitalisation. First level of assessment
is necessary to understand key assets and areas where
digitalisation will bring significant improvement. The best
approach is to go step by step and implement changes
only where required to understand the benefit. Once the
conviction comes in and benefits are accrued, horizontal
deployment can also follow.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world
and a competitive business environment?
The biggest challenge for plant leaders is to understand
the changing scenario of plant management, regular
benchmarking against best practices and continuously
drive the team towards better and higher performance. We
lose one opportunity everyday if we aren’t working towards
improvement. The plant leaders have to continuously
challenge the status quo and yet welcome change and facilitate
implementation at a rapid pace so that the organisation
sustains in the long run. ☐
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“Making a digital strategy”
“ Top leadership must give the team the right platform
and guidance in order to learn best practices and
approach towards excellence”
Jitender Rana
GM & Plant Head, V-Guard Industries

Please share your observations on the manufacturing sector in
India. How do you think the sector has evolved over the years?
The Indian manufacturing setup is still evolving. We are still in
a state where we try to copy practices from other countries and
follow established practices like TPS, TPM, TQM etc. I can’t find
a system which is evolved from Indian practices.
Do you think the Indian industry is at par with global
standards? If not, which are the areas of improvements?
Indian shop-floors condition varies a lot. If it’s an MNC, then
we follow what we are told to do and are mostly good. If it’s a
big Indian company which sees long-term growth, then again,
it’s quite good. Otherwise, if it’s a typical small “gala” company,
then shop-floors are in a bad condition. Their only philosophy is
to grab orders and when any assessment or audit happens from
the customer, they present an artificial condition on that day and
we are back to the same condition later. I don’t see the Indian
industry at par with developed countries; it lacks in automation,
systems and discipline. Since we have cheap labour, we still don’t
visualise the benefit of smart manufacturing.
How is the workforce evolving with the rapidly changing
technology era?
Firstly, we need better engineering and management colleges
which teach new technology and systems. It is necessary that
our educational institutes upgrade their study material and style
as per the changing environment. Secondly, we need a good
framework for skilling our existing manufacturing force. The
government is focusing on skilling manpower and ensuring that
we be at par with developed nations. As leaders, we must support
the government’s initiatives of “Skill India” and “Make in India”.
Do you think the plant leaders’ role is also changing with
the changes in the manufacturing world? How can plant
leaders make a difference in achieving a common goal of the
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organisation?
Yes, the plant leader’s role is also changing with the changes in the
manufacturing world. Leaders need to realise that they are a part
of the big transformation, as per Industry 4.0, which is happening.
It is their role to develop leaders from the team and empower
them to explore new initiatives themselves in the framework of
digitalisation and strive for excellence. They should let their team
leave the mundane style of working and incline the organisation
towards lean, efficient, fast, and flexible manufacturing.
How can plant managers and their teams work towards
achieving & sustaining excellence under the umbrella of a
corporate & business unit strategy of continuous improvement?
In order to achieve and sustain excellence, we must follow top
to down and bottom to top approach. We must give enough
opportunities to our team to learn new approaches. Also, top
leadership must give the team the right platform and guidance
in order to learn best practices and approach towards excellence.
The right kind of monitoring, review and time to time correction
is needed, so that the whole organisation is on the right track.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitalisation journey?
With Industry 4.0, a lot of work is happening with IoT, cloud
computing, Artificial Intelligence etc, and companies have started
their journey towards digitalisation transformation. We need to
connect all areas for transformation by linking manufacturing
with SCM, quality, finance, sales and service on real time. A
successful framework would be to first make a digital strategy
and time frame. We should digitise processes and start taking
real-time data from machines directly. We need to have real-time
basis alerts related to CTQs and CTPs, where the team can take
proactive actions. That system must be linked with inventory
tracking, sales and service through IT platforms, such as, ERP. ☐
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“Initiatives for a promising future”
“Leaders should take pride in their challenging role as it
encompasses many roles requiring them to be a lawyer
sometimes; an accountant, a coach, a trainer, a motivator or
an EHS professional and so on.”
Rajesh Naik, Director—Manufacturing, BASF India

Can you share your observations on the manufacturing
sector in India? How do you think the sector has evolved
over the years?
India will soon become one of the top five economies globally.
We took almost 60 years to reach a GDP of $1 trillion, then
only six years for the second trillion, and only three for the
fourth trillion. This sector plays a significant role in making
India an economic powerhouse and making it a major growth
engine. We, at BASF, a leading company globally engaged in
creating chemistry for a sustainable future, are excited and keen
to contribute in attaining the target of ‘Made in India’ from
manufacturing. One important differentiating factor is sustained
commitment and action from the industry and government to
meet global standards in environment, health and safety, which
has to come from the top management.
Do you think the plant leaders’ role is also changing with
the changes in the manufacturing world? How can plant
leaders make a difference in achieving a common goal of
the organisation?
At a manufacturing plant, people, materials, machines,
environment, energies in different forms, processes continuously
interact and add value. A person leading the manufacturing team
thus, needs to simplify these complex interactions and keep his/
her team motivated and disciplined for the routines.
Do you think the plant leaders’ role is changing? How can
plant leaders make a difference? How can plant managers and
their teams work towards achieving and sustaining excellence
under the umbrella of a corporate and business unit strategy of
continuous improvement?
Companies, both Indian and multinational, have transformed
manufacturing in India. A strong value system, good
governance, high EHS standards and an inclusive work

environment are required for employees to thrive and bring
positive change. Leaders should take pride in their challenging
role as it encompasses many roles requiring them to be a lawyer
sometimes, an accountant, a coach, a trainer, a motivator or an
EHS professional and so on. It is this width and depth, which
makes the role of the head challenging, interesting and of high
esteem. We need to attract and retain the best talents into
manufacturing. I am positive on the ‘Make in India’ initiative
and the impacts we can have on the society like skilling,
creating jobs, protecting the environment while contributing
to the economy.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework for a successful digitalisation
journey? Would you like to comment on plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and a
competitive business environment?
Digital operations or Industry 4.0 will transform manufacturing.
Industry 4.0 encompasses end-to-end digitisation and integration
of the value chain. Mastering Industry 4.0 requires deep
understanding of collaboration, top management commitment
and a clear strategy. BASF is leading the digital transformation
in chemicals. We launched the ‘BASF 4.0’ project in early 2015
and are working to enhance our efficiencies and decision-making
processes with digital programmes. Our company is leveraging
the power of digital technology by iterative improvements and
early customer engagement.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership challenges
in today’s rapidly changing technology world and a competitive
business environment?
The future of manufacturing in India will be influenced by factors
like digitisation, skill enhancement, high-quality infrastructure,
R&D and procuring them will be a major challenge. ☐
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“Thinking beyond production”
“A plant leader should drive synergy among the team
members to achieve the common goal”
Satyavir Singh,
Plant Head & Sr General Manager - Manufacturing Operations,
Mahindra & Mahindra

How can manufacturing plant leaders make a difference in
achieving a common goal of the organisation? Can you give
examples from your organisation?
In the manufacturing sector, a few years back, we were only
talking about output, but today we have realised that it is much
beyond production, and more of being visionary, strategydriven, upgrading and grooming teams on the global changes
and technological advancement. The role of plant leaders has
expanded legion in recent times. But it is imperative to sustain
manufacturing basics and make it as a part of the DNA of every
employee for value creation on Gemba. With the change in the
manufacturing world, roles have expanded to people coaching
and nurturing, infrastructure creation, cross learning across
the industry for excellence in business by implementing best
practices. Deployment of company goal till the bottom level of
the person in an organisation bounds to align the team for a
common priority and achievement of PQCDSM parameters.
We have seen that the projects on productivity improvement,
cost reduction and non-value-added activities elimination
contribute greatly to achieve excellence in business.
The plant head is the face of the company, who should be
far more agile and accept learning in a way alongside of the
newer challenges before they become a threat. A plant leader
should drive synergy among the team members to achieve the
common goal. Setting up an assembly line for the product to
give a definite output per day and then improving the same by
continuous improvement to double the output is the example
in our case.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are being
used in your manufacturing plant?
There is a constant pressure to optimise conversion cost
by improving the manpower productivity at all levels. We
adopted Lean and TPM philosophy in our organisation for
continuous improvement in PQCDSME parameters. We
are practicing productivity improvement tools like VSM,
Makigami, MOST Study, Line Balancing, Yamazumi etc, to
eliminate non-value-adding activities in direct & indirect areas
and flow improvement. To keep up the pace with the modern
manufacturing practices, we have adopted the digitisation,
Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, robots, cobots, automated
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guided vehicle, machine learning and interface for the
improvement in productivity at all level in the organisation.
Though all these buzzwords have evolved with the evolution
of Industry 4.0 in the manufacturing practices, they are the
game changers in today’s fast-changing business environment.
How big is the impact of digitalisation on manufacturing?
Can you suggest a framework or roadmap for a successful
digitalisation journey?
Digitalisation definitely has a great impact on the
manufacturing industry. Both operational technology and
information technology are coming together and creating
new opportunities for digital manufacturers. Connected
products produce huge data that manufacturers can
access and extract deep insights to improve business and
manufacturing processes.
Machines are being made IoT-friendly, Industry 4.0-enabled
and complete plant data is being aimed to be brought under
digital control. Moving towards smart factories, companies are
approaching towards real-time monitoring which increases
the efficiency. More importantly, insight from this data helps
manufacturers identify new revenue streams by developing
high-value service offerings focused on how products and
customers interact in the real world. At Mahindra, we have
a defined structured phase-wise roadmap for implementing
digitalisation with optimum use of current resources by keeping
internal & external customer need. With digitalisation we are
focusing on connecting entire value chain in manufacturing
for real-time data monitoring and analysis.
Would you like to comment on any plant leadership
challenges in today’s rapidly changing technology world and
a competitive business environment?
Keeping pace with continuous changing business scenario,
embracing new technology, sustaining the current position
in market by making built-in quality product and focusing on
differentiated customer experience are the popping challenges
for plant leadership. Another challenge comes in launching of
new products to market at a faster pace due to its short lifecycle
as a result of change in technology and customer demand, and
readily available flexible setup for manufacturing. ☐
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“Being smarter and faster”
“The rise of AM poises new opportunities for business, thus
changing the way companies usually manage their product
development cycle and supply chain”
Rajiv Bajaj,
Managing Director,
India and SEA, Stratasys India
With the manufacturing sector undergoing transformation
globally, how ready are Indian manufacturers and their
factories to adopt the advanced digital technologies, such as
Industry 4.0/IIoT, Additive Manufacturing?
We see India no different than other countries in terms of
getting ready to skill up and catch up with the new age in
manufacturing. Manufacturing leaders in the country have
been making the move from 5-10 years ago. It is a gradual
transformation instead of an abrupt change, similar to the
move from other analogue to digital technologies.
It is, however, also a collective and holistic effort for
manufacturers to migrate into Industry 4.0, or a data driven
manufacturing workflow, as one cannot live without the
other (e.g. digital content aka CAD for digital printer,
IIoT or automated API functions for traceable production
schedule). Companies must be ready to switch to a more
data-driven and open mindset to be able to make the best
out of this transformation.
How do you address questions, such as, “how relevant the
new technology is for my kind of business” or “what is in it
for me”?
Our experience tells us that Additive Manufacturing can be
relevant to customers from all walks of life, spanning across
manufacturing but also relevant to organisations without
tangible products to develop, such as, education, medical,
aerospace and defense, and other smaller sectors. As the
global leader in additive solutions, Stratasys helps customers
in adopting the digital trend, bringing customers up to speed
with 3D printing solutions.
Most customers come to us not knowing exactly how the
technology can be integrated into their existing workflow and
some are not sure about switching from current processes
to adapt to this transformation, but eventually yield very
promising results in finding a 3D answer to long-standing
challenges that could not be resolved, or some challenges that
they did not realise until a consultation session with our experts.
For example, our recent collaboration with Honda Cars India
for an AM-based solution for their existing complex jigs and
fixtures for weld line, demonstrates the immense possibilities
that exist for AM adoption in manufacturing. The additively
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manufactured jig resulted in significant weight reduction, lead
time reduction (both above 60%), and conversion of metal to
plastic part with ergonomic design enhancing employee health
and safety.
What impact will Additive Manufacturing/3D Printing
have on the value chain? Do we need change management
and change in the approach, when it comes to the plant
leadership?
Additive manufacturing is not going to immediately replace
existing manufacturing methods, as each has its unique
strength. But the rise of AM poises new opportunities for
business, thus changing the way companies usually manage
their product development cycle and supply chain. A typical
example would be the streamline of prototype production that
combines multiple steps (sculpting, cutting, sanding, colouring,
polishing etc) into one print job in multi-material and multicolour. Another great example would be tooling department in
large manufacturing plants, where operators are provided with
more customised tools that help them to be more responsive
to assembly and labour-intensive work using customised tools.
To conclude, company contributors, like everyone, need
to adapt to the new process and workflow like they have
previously done with their mobile phones – changing from
black and white screen mobile phones to smart phones.
How to attain competitive advantage by being a futureready manufacturer with the help of advanced technologies,
such as, Additive Manufacturing/3D Printing?
Like any other new and rising industry, 3D Printing solutions
providers continue to research and develop new solutions, and
new ideas and products are launched very regularly, as the whole
industry matures and consolidates. Our recommendation to
users or companies looking to join the 3D Printing revolution
is not to hesitate and reach out to collaboratively explore
even though they have not discovered any problem with their
existing processes. To be the pioneer, organisations should be
open to options and possible changes, new ways and new ideas
that they have never thought of. Technology is about being
smarter and faster, first time every time and keep repeating the
process with new developments. ☐
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“Mechanisation has
varied in the value chain”
….says Satish Nadiger, Managing Director & CEO, John Deere India, in this
interaction with Juili Eklahare, where he throws light on the positive indicators that
are helping the tractor industry grow and that one has to make sure that parts are
available with each of the dealer branches.
Like the automotive industry, is the tractor industry
also going through an evolution in terms of better
technology, more powerful and fuel efficient engines?
Yes, it is. We are looking at introducing electronics in
terms of auto-tracking devices. Besides, as emission
norms change, there could
also
be
electronic
engines. The future
of the agricultural
machinery market in
India will continue
to be influenced
by expansions in
the
agricultural
sector. Plus, there
are expectations for
a raise in demand for
more technologically
developed tractors with
self-sufficient

features. The tractor industry will go through an evolution, but
whether the evolution will happen as fast as it has happened
with the cars is still a question. That’s because these are valueconscious customers and they want to make sure that the value
is delivered to them before they start moving to the next level
of technology.
What have been the key drivers of the tractor industry’s
growth? How have different regions/states performed?
The agricultural tractors market has been seeing numerous
technological inventions. We have seen good monsoons in
the last few years, which has been a significant contributor
to the growth of the tractor industry. Apart from that, there
have been favourable government policies, both in the central
and state level, which have helped the industry to progress.
Rural finance and better price for crops are some of the other
positive indicators towards the development of tractor growth.
In addition, government programmes, especially the subsidy
programmes, have been very well received in the rural market.
The growth has particularly been good in the states of Telangana,
UP and MP, while Maharashtra and Rajasthan have been stable.
Punjab has been reasonably strong, whereas Gujarat has not
been that strong.
How is farm mechanisation progressing in the country?
Farm mechanisation will boost demand in the global tractor
market. Using data derived from farm mechanisation will
help farmers to utilise actionable farm insights that can
possibly protect labour costs and harvest great efficiency in
the global market. Mechanisation has varied in the value
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Satish Nadiger has a bachelor’s degree in commerce and has
completed a professional course in Cost and Management
Accounting. He has also attended several management
trainings, including Global Advanced Management
Programme conducted jointly by Indian School of Business
and Kellogg School of Management. Before joining John
Deere in 2000, Nadiger had approximately 15 years of prior
experience in the areas of accounting and finance in reputed
Indian companies and MNCs.

chain. About 85% of land is mechanised for land preparation.
Good mechanisation is coming in for plants like, wheat,
jowar, lentils, etc. The mechanisation for crops like, sugarcane
harvesters is less than 5%, while for cotton, it’s almost zero. As
for things like, spraying, de-weeding, etc, the mechanisation
is again, almost zero. Post-harvest, which includes residue
management, the mechanisation is less than 5%.
If we take the states into consideration, there are
geographical differences. The mechanisation has been quite
strong in Punjab and Haryana, and especially strong in some
of the southern states. On the other hand, UP and Rajasthan
have not fared highly in this aspect.

our tractors. Our engineers meet customers to understand
what they need and the new applications emerging, based on
which the products are designed. We also go to customers,
who are leading in technology adoption; we get inputs from
them on what is changing in the industry, which further
helps us in producing and designing products that our
customers can utilise.

How are digitisation technologies progressing in the
tractor manufacturing industry? How is the progress in
your company?
Digitisation is gaining momentum at a
pace second to none and is disrupting
Do you witness rampancy of spurious
the traditional farming sector at last.
parts just like the way other vehicle
There is a widespread assortment of
manufacturers witness?
advances, which look to considerably
AS EMISSION NORMS CHANGE,
It’s a problem to contend with but we
transform the way we grow and
THERE COULD ALSO BE
have our own dealers, who provide parts
distribute food. Digitisation is coming
ELECTRONIC ENGINES
to the customers. We try to control this
along in the tractor manufacturing
and it’s safe to say that we have been
industry. Connected suppliers are
fairly successful. However, as we grow
something we are working on. In
more in this country, we have to be more careful at the same terms of product development, digitisation is very strong.
time. Therefore, one has to make sure that parts are available Additionally, on the supplier side, it is starting to emerge and
to the customers. If they are not available, then they will go to is still in its initial stages.
the nearer distributor. Hence, one needs to make sure that the
parts are available with each of the dealer branches.
What kind of productivity improvement tools are used in
your factories, such as, lean, kaizen, Six Sigma, etc?
What are the R&D activities being conducted at John Deere We use all of these tools. Six Sigma is widely deployed across
in order to meet the emerging challenges in the market?
all manufacturing units. In fact, our company is one of the
We have more than 150 engineers, who help in designing top companies where Six Sigma is practiced. ☐
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Its

Global manufacturing:
evolution and

the future

Global manufacturing is being disrupted from the very core and
is evolving drastically, with industries only coming closer. To
add, we see the fourth industrial revolution intensely reshape the
manufacturing industry and companies within, step-by-step,
creating humungous prospects for growth – an opportunity not
grabbed by everyone. The Viewpoint section finds out from some
global CEOs across the industry about what is changing the most
in the global manufacturing landscape, their strategies to expand
and what manufacturing success is really all about.
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“India is a price-sensitive market”

W

Winfried Przybyl,
Director - India & Russia
United Grinding
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e have eight different brands and each of them is specialised in a different grinding part.
Accuracy and precision are the key drivers of our company’s growth. We have end-user sectors
from automotives, aerospace, to die & mould and the medical industry. Also, the industry,
especially in Europe, keeps talking about switching to electric vehicles; this switch is going to be
a very big step and is going to have a huge impact on our future. However, I am not afraid of the
future; it would, in fact, be a challenge for us & my company is preparing itself for that big impact.
Plus, we are extremely strong in China. China wants to be a technology leader and they
really concentrate on high technology. Unfortunately, in India, technology, accuracy and
quality come second and price comes first. Therefore, we are struggling in India, since it’s a
price-sensitive market. But I see the mentality changing slowly, where even the local companies
want to produce quality. One talked-about topic in the industry is Industry 4.0. It has a different
meaning for everyone. Our machines are used 24/7 in most parts of the world. Unfortunately,
in India, very few machines have a loading system; most of the machines need an operator.
Besides, the world has become very small and concise. Information is flowing very fast;
anything new is developed and the world knows about it immediately. So, one has to be careful
about the information shared with others and on public platforms.
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“The manufacturing mantra of maintaining flexibility”

For manufacturers, the identifying marker is to ally the company with market needs

and putting the structures out there. The areas of global focus—aerospace, electronic
industry segment and transportation—have to be given special attention.

Ujjwal Baid,
Director
Global Product
Management—Marketing
Widia Products Group

The digital thread
For digitalisation, the Industry 4.0 has been a boon. One of the challenges that the industry
faces is strengthening the skills of the workforce with experience. The newer generation need
time to get familiar with speed. Digital technology is the best way to facilitate it.
The global perspective
The realisation to change and evolve, to be competitive and relevant is something that
most industries globally have comprehended. Though not every company will have the
assets to be able to go from I1.0 to I4.0, lots are seen embarking in the direction to be
better, this is a changing perspective—to look at industry from different angles. With the
increase in competition globally, there is also an augmentation in newer insights that
industries can gain from other industries. Most importantly, it’s about learning from other
industrial segments and taking that inspiration and merging it with your industries.
The dictums of bringing in quality and flexibility should also be stressed on. With
changing times and dynamics in the industry, you need to have a really flexible manufacturing
setup, whether it is increasing performance or reducing diversity of performance. To
continue being relevant, industries have to put in equal effort to maintain quality.
Adding value to viable manufacturing
A manufacturer’s mantra should be to ensure customer intimacy and delivering
productivity in solutions. This has to be achieved through training, launch of products and
building necessary tools with partners. Finally, issues such as having the data for
programming, selecting the right tooling have to be resolved and technology has to be
made easily accessible. This gives the customers an imperative leverage. Additionally,
innovations that are based on linking everything together to the machine feedback should
be also highlighted in this age of digitisation. With the upcoming solutions for SMEs, it is
essential to have a system that can enable it.
Delivering solutions for satisfaction
Digital platforms have to help the customers put together project plans based on their
applications. It has to also increase the speed of communication with the company’s
partners—if they have questions, it is paramount to deliver solutions or advice to solve them.
The industry expands through its inputs from customers and markets alike. Companies
have to focus on taking customer’s experience and further analyse it. It is a prudent step in
innovation—to innovate and communicate in tandem customers’ expectations and feedbacks.
As an industry, it is no less than a duty to deliver reliability to the customers—through speed
and sensibility. This will be the driving aspect of a rapidly progressing industry.
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“Data alone is not useful. You make decisions with it”

As a global market leader, we see ourselves as a household brand. We have been in the

Michael Eneberg,
President - Sales Area
South & East Asia
Sandvik Coromant

industry since 1942. We evolve very much with the manufacturing progress of countries. So, the
rise of China has been a big change in our sales distribution. India also is among the fastest
growing countries in terms of GDP. Our sales size is reflecting these GDP levels quite well. So,
we expect India to grow, too, in terms of GDP and more. We have quite an interesting production
footprint as well. It has been somewhat consolidated over the years. And given the number of
tools we produce, we now have a footprint of about 10-15 plants. Additionally, the production
footprint and sales footprint are related, but sometimes they live a little different life.
We have a very wide exposure to industries and can cater to pretty much anything. That is
why the drive for the growth of our company is the general economic development, general
manufacturing development and new materials. Changes are fairly quick but not the quickest
in this industry. Also, customer acceptance is very traditional. So, it takes a few years to make
major changes. We don’t change our strategies that quickly and stay on course as long as it’s
leading us to our global targets. Moreover, the accessibility of data at your fingertips is
something that’s altered majorly in global manufacturing. Data alone is not so useful; it’s what
you do with it, which is make decisions. Quick decisions are required everywhere, in R&D,
production, etc. The speed of decision making is so much faster now, which I have seen in my
own behaviour and even colleagues’.
Advt
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Mould-filling simulation
Instead of engaging in slow, expensive prototype iterations and test cycles to satisfy
manufacturing requirements, designers, mould-makers, and manufacturing professionals
can leverage mould-filling simulation software to optimise parts for manufacturability,
refine tooling to improve quality, and shorten cycle times to reduce manufacturing costs.
In nearly all types of product development—from consumer
electronics and automobiles to children’s toys and medical
devices—the use of components made from plastic materials has
steadily increased.
However, anyone involved in the production of plastic
components knows that making plastic parts is more challenging
and complicated than designing in metal. More than 80% of the
plastic parts used in products today have to be injectionmoulded—the process of injecting liquefied plastic materials into
a mould, cooling/solidification of the material, and ejection of the
moulded part. In many ways, injection moulding is as much an
art as a science.
Successfully producing injection-moulded parts that are free
of manufacturing defects requires a complex mix of time,
temperature, pressure, material, and variations in tooling or part
design. Designers, mould-makers, & manufacturing professionals
must balance all of these variables to make quality parts.
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• Does the part geometry meet draft and wall thickness
requirements?
• How long should the injection/cooling/ejection cycle be?
What’s the optimal temperature for the material, cooling
channels, and mould?
• What’s the right filling/packing pressure and best material
to use for a particular part?
• And, will the use of special inserts, side actions, additional
injection gates, special secondary operations, or unique
cooling channel designs improve part quality or shorten
cycle times?
The traditional approach for answering these questions and
producing quality parts is inefficient, expensive, and disjointed,
resulting in slow, costly design iterations and test cycles that can
actually compromise the rationale for using plastics and put a
manufacturer at a competitive disadvantage. Part designers often
rely on iterations with the mould-maker and the mould-maker’s
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expertise to evaluate the manufacturability of a part, and
balancing industrial design and manufacturing considerations
takes time. Although mould-makers draw upon their experience
and expertise to develop moulds, they still need to create
prototype moulds to validate mould performance, typically after
completing trial-and-error iterations that add time and cost to
the process. Charged with optimising production run cycles,
manufacturing professionals frequently need to iterate with
designers and mould-makers. Unfortunately, improving part
quality at this stage is often difficult and generally only resolved
through mould rework. With moulds ranging in cost from
$10,000 to more than $1 million, mould rework is a costly and
time-consuming proposition.
Complicating the process further is the fact that in today’s
global economy, designers, mould-makers, and manufacturing
professionals often are located around the world and speak
different languages. For example, internationally scattered
injection-moulding operations—such as having a designer in
USA, a mould-maker in China, and a manufacturer in Mexico—
are much more common than in the past. The time and language
barriers inherent to these arrangements make resolution of
injection-moulding challenges even more difficult. What’s really
needed is a common, accurate mould injection simulation
platform that cuts across barriers and allows designers, mouldmakers, and manufacturing professionals to collaborate more
efficiently and effectively in a virtual simulation environment,
without resorting to costly prototype mould cycles.

Injection moulding challenges
Every professional involved in the development and
production of injection-moulded parts and tooling—from
the original designer to the mould-maker to production
personnel—face unique challenges. Each has their own point
of view, focus, and specific types of issues. Designers care
about the design aesthetics—the look and feel of a part.
Mould-makers contend with quality considerations and want
to make sure that their tool produces acceptable parts.
Manufacturing personnel want to make sure that production
runs as smoothly and efficiently as possible. Despite having
different perspectives and roles, everyone involved in the
injection-moulding process will benefit from having access
to a plastics simulation environment.
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Designers face manufacturability concerns
While a designer initially concentrates on design
requirements—including form, fit, and function—he/she
increasingly needs to assess whether a particular design is
manufacturable, especially for injection-moulded plastics parts.
The most beautiful and elegant possible design has no business
value if the geometry cannot be manufactured at volume and
then assembled and sold at a profit. Even though designers have
access to tools for checking draft angles and wall thicknesses, they
typically rely on their mould-maker’s recommendations and the
results of iterative testing conducted with prototype moulds to
minimise a range of potential manufacturing issues—tests that
add time and cost to the process.

What can happen?
The potential for encountering quality issues on injectionmoulded parts is great, and because these issues need to be
resolved before moving to production, so is the probability of
unplanned iterations and modifications to both part and tooling
designs. Manufacturing defects occur for a variety of reasons
related to the mix of variables that influence injection-mould
performance. For instance, part warpage, also called “potatochipping” because of the wavy appearance of the part, happens
when a part deforms after it is ejected from the mould. When a
mould does not fill completely, air traps, sink marks, and flow
marks can appear on the part. Did the designer allow for shrinkage
of the part? Are the parting or weld lines (where different parts of
the mould come together) in the preferred location?

Collaboration demands communication
Because designers need to eliminate a wide range of
manufacturing defects from injection-moulded parts, as well as
work with manufacturing partners to optimise production, they
need to collaborate effectively with their tooling & manufacturing
colleagues to make changes related to manufacturability without
overly compromising the industrial design of a part. Language
and time barriers can complicate this task, and designers need to
understand the costs and delays associated with multiple design
iterations with both the mould-maker and production personnel.
However, because designers can’t predict the future, they tend to
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Mould-makers want to make quality parts,
designers want to manufacture their
designs, and prototype mould cycles are
often the only way to reconcile the two

over-rely on the expertise of their mould-making and
manufacturing partners, resulting in unanticipated iterations that
create additional delays and unforeseen costs.

Pressure to cut costs
To compete successfully, mould-makers are increasingly
under pressure to develop tooling that produces quality
injection-moulded parts as quickly and affordably as possible.
Of course, experienced mould-makers have broad knowledge
regarding part manufacturability and the impact of changing
the variables related to injection-moulding production,
particularly with simple part geometries. Nevertheless, as
designers strive to imbue products with innovation and
sophistication, even the most experienced mould-makers need
to create a series of prototype moulds and shoot many samples
until they find the precise mix of injection-moulding variables
that will produce clean, blemish-free parts.

How many prototype moulds are necessary?
Although veteran mould-makers take pride in their ability
to gauge the manufacturability of specific part geometries, and
know things like the minimum thickness of ribs to support
ejection from a mould, predicting the exact number of prototype
moulds required for configuring the injection moulding process,
or the time and cost involved, is not as clear-cut. In addition to
needing to validate that the final mould design will perform
well, producing high-quality samples before ramping up to fullscale production, mould-makers usually need to conduct other
trial-and-error prototype studies in order to reach the final
mould design and specific injection recipe. For example,
optimising injection gate diameters, locating gates in the most
advantageous locations, improving cooling channel
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performance, or using special secondary operations generally
requires additional time and iterations.

Balancing design & quality sensitivities
Mould-makers face the same communication and
collaboration challenges as designers of injection-moulded
parts. They need to be able to explain why the original part
design geometry has to be changed due to manufacturability
issues. This is why prototype mould cycles are so entrenched in
the injection-mould tooling enterprise, because they serve to
justify why design changes are necessary by demonstrating the
defects and quality issues associated with strictly adhering to the
initial design. Designers want to know the reasons why the part
design that they laboured over needs to be altered, especially
when such changes negatively impinge upon the design
aesthetic. Mould-makers want to make quality parts, designers
want to manufacture their designs, and prototype mould cycles
are often the only way to reconcile the two.

Pressure to reduce cycle times
Once manufacturing personnel receive the final mould from
the mould-maker, they too need to evaluate the tool from a
production standpoint to determine if there are other
modifications that can be made to reduce cycle times without
opening the door to additional manufacturing issues. When you
are shooting 500,000 to one million parts at a time, saving one,
two, or three seconds in cooling time per part can result in
dramatic time and cost savings. However, just like mould-makers,
manufacturing personnel are blind to what’s actually going on
inside the mould and have to rely on samples and tests to confirm
that the tool will produce quality parts or discover that the mould
requires additional rework.
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Is mould rework required to speed production?
The first question manufacturing professionals need to
answer is: Will this mould, material, and injection recipe produce
quality parts or not? It’s critical for production personnel to verify
mould performance because if they don’t, they may end up
shooting a million bad parts. Similar to the prototyping performed
by mould-makers, manufacturing personnel need to run samples
to confirm that there are no structural weaknesses in the parts, no
undesirable deformation in large-sized parts, and no poorly
reproduced areas on parts with features having high aspect ratios.
They can use the same trial-and-error approach to try to speed
production, but ultimately have to determine if speeding up
production will save more money than the cost of mould rework.

Optimising injection-moulded tooling
In their attempts to optimise production cycle times for

DIE & MOULD

specific injection moulds, production personnel may try different
recipes, changing the length of cooling time in the mould, or
raising or lowering injection pressure during filling and packing.
They may also adjust temperatures in the mould cooling system
as part of their efforts to shorten cycle times. Yet, just like
designers and mould-makers, what they really need is access to a
common mould-filling simulation environment that provides
them with a view of what’s happening inside the mould and
insights into the effects of changing these variables without
having to shoot a part. This common platform can also improve
collaboration with the designer and mould-maker regardless of
language and time barriers.
Manufacturers can gain a substantial competitive advantage
by leveraging SOLIDWORKS plastics simulation technology to
shorten injection-moulded part and tooling development
cycles, while simultaneously improving the quality of injectionmoulded parts. ☐
Courtesy: Solidworks, Dassault Systemes
Advt
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High-speed machining with micro-tooling
Every machining shop wants high productivity and improved machining process, which can,
undoubtedly, be achieved through high-speed machining. The article outlines the benefits of
using ultra high speeds when machining non-ferrous metals and plastics with micro-tooling.
Manufacturers always look for ways to make their
manufacturing processes take place at the fastest rate possible.
Besides, with a trend towards miniaturisation in manufacturing,
workpiece sizes are diminishing and part versions are growing.
So, the use of micro-tools is becoming more dominant.

Micro-tooling and high-speed machining defined
Micro-tooling involves mills and drills with a diameter of
0.250” or less. It is required for very intricate or detailed
machining and works best with high-speed spindles. Highspeed machining has no set definition or absolute parameters,
but one workable definition is machining with spindle speeds of
25,000 RPM or more.

Challenges of machining with micro-tooling
Workpiece sizes are decreasing and part versions are
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increasing. So, the utilisation of micro tools is becoming more
and more prevalent. However, efficient and cost-effective use
of these small tools requires both the foresight to employ
equipment specifically designed for them and a willingness to
deviate from standard machining practices. This is primarily
due to the fact that the spindles on conventional CNC
equipment cannot achieve the higher RPM speeds required for
small diameter tools. Even if they can, it puts undue stress on
the equipment by constantly red-lining their spindles.
Often this tool breakage is due to the force of a conventional
machine’s heavy spindle and its inability to reach the high
RPM speeds required to effectively evacuate chips from the
cutting channel.

Available technology
The best approach to efficiently machine with small tooling is
a three-fold process. The three inter-related elements are:
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Efficient machining with small tools requires
the tools to be optimised specifically for
high-speed machining applications

High-speed machining technology: The smaller the tools, the
higher the spindle speed you will need to efficiently machine
quality parts and avoid tool breakage. High-frequency spindles
with speed ranges up to 60,000 RPM are ideal for milling,
drilling, thread milling and engraving using micro-tools. Highspeed machining technology uses high RPM rates, taking a
smaller step over, but with significantly increased feed rates.
During the machining process, the tool continually carves a
chip out of the workpiece. The generated heat develops
approximately 40% from friction on each side of the tool, and
20% from the deformation of the chip. Therefore, about 60% of
the heat is inside the chip. High-speed machining tries to
evacuate the bulk of the heat with the chip, providing for a
cleaner cut. The better machining quality is based on cooler
tooling, lower machining forces, and therefore, less vibration.
The high spindle speed reduces the chip load to less than
0.005”. Such a low chip load significantly reduces the forces
between the tool and the material. High-speed machining yields
less heat and allows machining of thinner walled workpieces.
This all results in cooler machining, better accuracy and, as a
by-product (of low force), easier work holding.

Machine dynamics

Optimised micro-tool design: Scaling down the tool geometry
of larger diameter tools to a smaller format yields unacceptable
feed rates and unsatisfactory finishes. Tooling requirements
change when tool diameter is decreased and spindle speed is
increased. Conventional tooling using inserts is not appropriate
for micro-tooling applications. This is primarily due to the high
RPM rates rather than the tool diameter. Increased RPM rates
require properly balanced tools with significantly increased

Using small micro-tools just isn’t as easy as finding an
adapter to hold a tiny tool in a 40 Taper spindle on a conventional
CNC machine. Because that spindle was designed for large tools
like a 3 inch fly cutter intended to “hog” out deep cuts in dense
substrates. As such, it has so much torque and force that it just
breaks small tools which is both inefficient and very costly over
the long haul. The only option an operator has in this situation
is to slow the RPM and feed rates down to a crawl.
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chip room to assure proper chip removal and to prevent chip
burn up. Efficient machining with small tools requires the tools
to be optimised specifically for high-speed machining
applications. The proper geometry of micro-tooling, together
with high-speed spindles and the ideal coolant, can totally
eliminate de-burring and de-greasing as secondary operations.
Low-viscosity coolant: While high-speed machining inherently
reduces heat, the task of cooling a rapidly moving micro-tool
often requires coolant. Those dedicated solely to high-speed
machining with small tools understand that coolant used with
conventional CNC equipment is not optimal. A small tool with
intricate geometry turning at an extremely high RPM calls for a
cooling and lubricating agent with a lower viscosity than water.
Lower viscosity is needed because the coolant needs to make it
to the cutting edge of the tool despite the high spindle speeds
involved. Emulsion-based coolants have a higher viscosity than
water, and thus, are ineffective as a lubricant for high-speed
machining with micro-tooling.
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High-speed machining with microtooling offers lower force, no thermal
growth, and elimination of de-burring
and de-greasing operations

When designing a machine, you can go in one of two
directions. You can build your machine with a big motor and
heavy mass to provide the force and torque to drive large tools.
Or you can build a lighter machine with a high-speed, lowforce spindle specifically designed for micro-tooling. Certainly
both types of machines can be multi-purpose and perform a
variety of functions — like milling, drilling, taping and
routing. But that’s where multi-function ends. In the end, if
efficiency and quality are important to you and you need to
produce both large and small parts, you’ll end up with both
types of machines working side by side on the same shop floor.

RPM and is cooled by Ethanol. The feed rate is 250”/min.
Secondly, using a 1/8” double flute high-speed cutter
(HSC+) with low helical angle to machine through a 1/8” 6061
aluminum sheet. The machining runs at 50,000 RPM and is
cooled by Ethanol. The feed rate is 200”/min.
There are certain rules of thumb for high-speed machining.
First of all, avoid red-lining your spindle, as this increases
wear and tear on it and significantly reduces its lifetime.
Machine with maximum half the tooling diameter in Z.
Machine with a smaller step-over but with higher feed rates.
And finally, move fast and evacuate the heat with the chip.

The solution

Conclusion

In consideration of high-speed machining centres exclusively,
the best means of tackling micro-tooling applications is to employ
equipment that exhibits the key attributes detailed above (highspeed machining technology, optimised micro-tool design and
low-viscosity coolant) all working together synergistically. If
applied together, this three-fold process can provide you with
breath-taking manufacturing speeds and improved product
quality. In addition, this process can totally eliminate secondary
operations like de-burring and de-greasing.

It all comes down to the right tools for the right job.
Conventional machines with low-speed, high-force spindles
can’t meet the criteria for efficiently machining with small
tools. Only a machine built from the ground up, for the sole
purpose of high-speed machining with micro-tooling, will
deliver the efficiency and quality needed to manufacture most
intricate parts.
High-speed machining with micro-tooling offers lower
force, no thermal growth, and elimination of de-burring and
de-greasing operations. Spindle speeds between 25,000 and
60,000 RPM result in efficiency with small tools and improved
cycle times. Datron’s line of machines offer the features and
advantages mentioned above and can help manufacturers to
achieve quality in small part production with micro-tools. ☐

Examples
Here are two examples of high-speed machining, as done
on Datron machines. A ¼” single flute cutter in 6061
aluminium, going 1/8” deep. The machining runs at 45,000
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Courtesy: DATRON Dynamics
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Transporting scrap with efficiency
Scrap undergoes various processes at a foundry, which leads to high energy consumption and
labour input and cost, besides reducing the quantity of output. The case study talks about how
Erdwich Zerkleinerungs-Systeme GmbH helped BMW Group bring about a safe system that
helped transfer its scrap in an effective way, while increasing operating productivity.
In the light alloy foundry at BMW Group’s plant in
Landshut, all scrap products are recycled and then re-melted.
For this purpose, the die-cast parts were previously collected
in containers without being shredded and were removed from
the basement of the foundry, with considerable use of
manpower. In the course of a renewal of the casting cells in the
foundry hall, the work processes were optimised and more
efficient processes were set up. Erdwich ZerkleinerungsSysteme GmbH was awarded the contract to design a plant
that enabled the collection and shredding of the foundry’s
aluminium waste directly from the press. For this task, the
recycling expert adapted the RM 1350 pre-shredder to the
local conditions. On-site shredding means that the containers
with scrap parts and punching waste have to be transported far
less frequently to a large container, which contributes to a
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significant increase in operating efficiency. In cooperation
with the technical department of the BMW Group, Erdwich
also developed a sophisticated safety system for monitoring
the condition of the machine.

Optimising recycling process
Every year, around five million aluminium casting
components are produced at the light alloy foundry at the
BMW Group plant in Landshut, using five different casting
processes, with a total weight of 84,000 tons. In the past, the
regularly occurring scrap was collected in containers without
being shredded, removed from the basement and then returned
to the melting process. The cast aluminium parts had
dimensions of up to 2,000 x 1,400 mm and therefore, took up
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In cooperation with the technical department of the BMW
Group, Erdwich also developed a sophisticated safety
system, so that it now has a transparent filling level
control of the closed removal box in the basement as
well as a control display of the shredding plant itself

a lot of space in the collection containers. This, in turn, meant
that the containers had to be emptied frequently, which
required a great deal of time and manpower. In the course of
reconstruction measures in the foundry hall, during which the
casting cells were replaced one after the other, it was planned
to optimise the recycling process.

Increase in efficiency at new plant
Erdwich Zerkleinerungs-Systeme GmbH from Igling in
Upper Bavaria got the order to plan and commission the metal
shredder. This was particularly beneficial for the project in
Landshut. Speaking on this, Richard Adelwarth, Project
Manager, Erdwich Zerkleinerungs-Systeme GmbH, reports,
“When we visited the site, it quickly became clear that the
solution required in the tender would not have the desired
effect. We, therefore, carried out many trials and consulted
another company with whom we regularly work on larger
projects in order to be able to offer an optimum solution.”
Erdwich finally made a machine available with which a typical
production process was executed.
The recycling experts designed a machine based on the RM
1350 pre-shredder. This machine is characterised by fast and easy
maintenance, optimum shredding and high throughput. Seven
systems with soundproof enclosures have been installed for the
eight casting cells and punch presses in the plant. “Loading takes
place in free fall. That means that the moulds, which are to be
returned to the melting process, now fall from the pressing plant
directly into the hopper of the pre-shredder and then into a
container measuring 1400 x 1400 x 900 mm,” explains Adelwarth.
When the container is full, it is transported outside,
emptied into a large container, which in turn, is brought to the
smelter. The shredding process has reduced the volume of cast
parts by 50 to 60 per cent, which means that the disposal
containers have to be emptied far less frequently and thus,
require less time and manpower.
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Development of a sophisticated safety system
The pre-shredders were adapted to the special conditions
prevailing on site. The drives of the machines, for example, had to
be mounted on one side instead of the usual two. This is because
the columns of the building, located in the area of the installation
site, required a narrower design. In addition, the crushing tools
themselves and their arrangement within the cutting chamber
were adapted to the local conditions.
Plus, the standard version of the RM 1350 already has a safety
system. This includes a PLC control system with automatic
reverse and cut-out control. In addition, each shaft is equipped
with an energy-optimised frequency converter, which ensures
that the two cutting gear shafts are driven separately. This enables
optimum adaptation to the shredding process. Together with the
technical department of the BMW Group, the safety system was
extended by new features. Adelwarth explains, “Both the filling
level of the removal box located in the basement and the
monitoring of the shredder itself are now displayed transparently,
so that a quick response can be made, if necessary.”

Further optimisation potential available
As soon as all casting cells have been replaced, a conveyor belt
system could be installed in a further expansion stage so as to
further optimise the disposal process. Thereby, the shredded
rejects would no longer be collected in containers that have to be
removed and emptied by hand. Instead, they would be transported
directly into the large container via a conveyor belt. This way,
scrap products and punching waste from all casting cells can be
disposed of simultaneously and without additional logistical
effort. For the current expansion stage, all necessary alterations
were quickly implemented, so that Erdwich was able to meet the
requirements placed on the machines. As a result, the work
processes were considerably accelerated. ☐
Courtesy: BMW Group
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Alcoa conquers the complexities
of titanium machining
Alcoa expanded its reach into the world’s fastest-growing aerospace metal - titanium - and
added advanced technologies and materials capabilities for greater innovation power in
aerospace and beyond, with the help of Makino’s 5-axis titanium machining centre.
Remaining a leader in the titanium aerospace market
requires continuous improvement to meet customer demands
for service, quality, delivery and cost. For manufacturers to
thrive in this market, it is critical for them to steadfastly
pursue the best people, processes and technologies. Careful
management and integration of these attributes is the key to
securing a long-term position within OEM supply chains.
“Aircraft OEMs are looking for ways to simplify their
supply chain. They want to work with high-performing,
vertically integrated suppliers. Our combination of materials
expertise and advanced manufacturing capabilities positions
us to succeed in meeting those demands,” said Christian
Ouimet, Managing Director of Alcoa’s facility in Laval,
Quebec, Canada. A global leader in lightweight metals
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technology, engineering and manufacturing, Alcoa innovates
multi-material solutions that advance the world. The
company purchased the Laval manufacturing facility in 2015
as part of its acquisition of RTI International Metals.
With RTI, Alcoa expanded its reach into titanium—the
world’s fastest-growing aerospace metal—and added
advanced technologies and materials capabilities for greater
innovation power in aerospace and beyond. High-velocity
machining at the Laval facility is one example of how Alcoa’s
downstream manufacturing processes enable Alcoa’s
businesses to produce some of the largest, most complex and
finished aerospace components, without having to outsource
any part of the process. And that makes customers’ lives
simpler and saves costs.
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ATEP Laval’s acquisition of Makino T-Series
machines has enabled the company to reduce cycle
times by more than 60 per cent while simultaneously
reducing tool costs by 30 per cent or more

Established leadership in titanium machining
The Laval facility is part of the company’s Alcoa Titanium
& Engineered Products (ATEP) business unit, which supplies
advanced titanium and other specialty metals, products and
services to the commercial aerospace, defense, and oil and gas
markets. Alcoa’s aerospace businesses, including ATEP Laval,
will form part of the value-add company, to be named Arconic,
following Alcoa’s separation in the second half of 2016.
Arconic will be a premier innovator of high-performance,
multi-material products and solutions in attractive growth
markets, including aerospace. ATEP Laval specialises in the
precision machining and assembly of complex titanium
aircraft components, such as, seat tracks, body chords, spars,
doorframes and wing attachment components, for the likes of
Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier.
Due to titanium’s unique material properties, it is widely
recognised as a material that is challenging to machine costeffectively. However, ATEP Laval identified titaniumengineered products as a significant growth market. For more
than a decade, the facility has been recognised as an established
expert in the field. “Early machine-tool investments helped us
break ground within the titanium market, but increasing
customer demands for cost reductions and faster delivery soon
required us to take a new approach to titanium machining,”
said Ouimet. “General-purpose machine platforms were
unable to provide the rigidity, flexibility or control necessary
to fully optimise our processes. The Makino T-Series machines
provided us with a purpose-built solution for titanium that
has enabled us to reduce cycle times by more than 60% while
simultaneously reducing tool costs by 30% or more.”

Purpose-built for titanium machining
Prior to its strategic pivot toward titanium-engineered
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products, the Laval facility primarily focused on the
machining of large aluminium aircraft structural components.
Investments in several Makino MAG-Series machines had
been made to mirror the type of aluminium machining
technology used by OEMs. So, when ATEP Laval began
exploring titanium machining technologies, this familiarity
with Makino equipment led the company to explore Makino
further, in addition to several other machine suppliers.
“Around this time period, Makino was launching its first
T-Series machine, the T4,” said Christian Perry, CNC
programmer team leader, technical services, at ATEP Laval.
“They invited us to visit their manufacturing facility in Japan
to see how the machine was designed and built, which was an
eye-opening experience. The cutting demonstrations
featured parts similar to those we were producing, and the
quality was outstanding.” T4 5-axis titanium machining
centre dramatically increases titanium milling efficiency,
combining lean manufacturing methods and increased
metal-removal rates for today’s aerospace applications.
After returning from Japan, ATEP Laval began working
with Makino to perform a series of test cuts on the T4 using
two of its current production applications. Research
engineers from ATEP Laval and Makino worked side by side
in Makino’s Mason, Ohio, facility to optimise processing
methods and explore the features of the machine. Together,
they produced a stable process that was nearly three times
faster than the company’s previous methods.
ATEP Laval’s selection of machine suppliers involved a
close evaluation of full life-cycle costs amortised over the
duration of the contract. Through test-cut results, the
company determined that the T4 was the best investment to
offset costs while maintaining requirements for quality and
delivery. According to Christian Sauvé, Vice President &
General Manager, Engineered Products, ATEP, the benefits
of acquiring a machine that could improve processes and
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Featured from left to right: Christian Ouimet, Managing
Director of Machining and Integrated Structures Operations;
Patrick Deschenes, CNC Programmer; Christian Perry, CNC
Programmer Team Leader, Technical Services

avoid any non-quality costs outweighed the burdens of the
long-term investment.
“Working closely with Makino’s titanium research and
development team gave us confidence in the abilities of the
equipment to deliver on the promises of performance that we
make to our customers. The test procedures were a good
exercise in demonstrating the capabilities of the equipment
and gaining a clear return on investment,” Sauvé said.
Since its initial T4 acquisition, the Laval facility has expanded
its titanium machining investments with a second T4 and the
smaller T2 model. The company is also currently investing in a
late-2016 delivery of the first-ever T5 machine to support
production of some larger titanium doorframe components.

Value-added benefits
As OEMs seek to simplify their supply chains, Alcoa is well
positioned to add value to the supply chain. “ATEP is a fully
integrated supplier of titanium and other specialty metals
products, with the capabilities to deliver a complete solution
from raw material to finished part,” said Sauvé. “Customers
that are in the process of consolidating their supply chains will
bring us parts from other suppliers, where they have been
struggling to get parts that consistently meet quality
requirements. We’ve been very successful at getting good parts
right from the beginning. It’s a mix of our engineering
approach, having a solid team, and investing in the right
equipment to face the challenge and deliver a good product.”
ATEP Laval is one of Alcoa’s largest and most extensive
machining operations. The facility shares knowledge and
efficiencies with other Alcoa facilities, enhancing the
company’s overall capabilities and enabling Alcoa to conquer
the complexities of titanium machining on a global scale.
“A lot of manufacturers claim they can machine titanium,
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but to understand how titanium behaves and how to efficiently
machine the material is something completely different,” said
Louis Marc Pinard, Director, Strategic Planning & Business
Development, ATEP Laval. “That’s where we make a
difference. We work with titanium from raw material to
finished part and understand the material intimately. We have
a team of engineers, machinery and suppliers that we are
proud to put in front of customers.” ☐

A rich history of manufacturing excellence
Originally founded in Saint-Leonard, Quebec, Canada, as
Claro Precision in 1966, ATEP Laval possesses a rich team
history in the manufacturing, assembly and finishing of
aerospace components. These capabilities expanded in 2004,
when RTI International Metals, a leading producer of titanium
mill products and fabricated metal components for the global
market, acquired the company. As part of RTI, the company
set forth on a strategic path to become a leader in advanced
titanium and other specialty metals products and services for
the commercial aerospace, defence, oil and gas, and medical
products markets. The company’s success in these markets
brought tremendous growth, including the construction of a
new, expanded machining facility in Laval. When Alcoa
acquired RTI in 2015, the acquisition expanded Alcoa’s
advanced manufacturing technologies and materials
capabilities for greater innovation in aerospace and beyond.
Laval is part of the company’s Alcoa Titanium & Engineered
Products (ATEP) business unit. It is one of five ATEP facilities
across three countries providing expertise in machining and
extrusions. This combination of extrusions know-how and
machining expertise has helped deliver solutions that reduce
cost and lead-time for Alcoa’s customers.
Courtesy: Radical Departures magazine, Makino
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Implementing 3D factory
& material flow planning
With Tecnomatix and Teamcenter, Electrolux creates uniform, efficient manufacturing
processes and systems worldwide
Electrolux AB, based in Stockholm, Sweden, sells
appliances for household and commercial use in 150 countries
around the world. With around 58,000 employees and 46
production sites, the company develops and manufactures
products of numerous brands.
In 1996, the German AEG brand was acquired from Daimler
Benz, together with several divisions and locations of the group.
This is how the factory in Rothenburg ob der Tauber, founded in
1964, came to Electrolux, which today produces 6,00,000 stoves
and 1,400,000 cooking ranges per year for the European market.
The company ensures that all Electrolux cooking appliance
factories implement uniform processes and systems.

Virtual factory planning
As part of a comprehensive digitalisation strategy covering
all areas, 11 digital manufacturing projects are on the agenda of
the Swedish global corporation. It aims to create “digital twins”
of all manufacturing sites: in the virtual manufacturing project,
an advanced planning tool was selected and introduced for early
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design verification to develop products that are production and
assembly-friendly. For example, assembly sequences and
movements will be planned and optimised three-dimensionally
to prevent collisions. The prerequisite for this is the development
of three-dimensional factory layouts, which is the focus of the
second project, 3D factory layout. The layouts will be created
using a standard factory planning tool that can simulate both
the plant and the material flow on the basis of 2D data in order
to optimise capacity and efficiency.

Global platform for digital manufacturing
Software selection began in 2010, when only a few had
powerful software for 3D factory planning. A small, specialist
team led by Bernd Ebert, Director of Global Manufacturing
Engineering − Food Preparation, Electrolux, worked closely
with the company’s IT department in Stockholm. Starting in
2012, Teamcenter from Siemens PLM Software was deployed
there as a strategically important product development platform
for product lifecycle management (PLM) at Electrolux.
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The system areas created with Line
Designer can be parameterised

Discussions about Siemens’ future strategy led to an offer to test
a pre-release version of the 3D layout software Line Designer in
an early adopter program. Siemens was given the opportunity to
use original data to build a showcase demonstrating the
performance of the software on real problems. As a result, in
2016 Line Designer was selected in conjunction with solutions
in the Tecnomatix® portfolio, including the Process Simulate
solution. The main reasons for this decision were the advantages
of a tight Teamcenter integration of these solutions: “We can
save all resources created with Line Designer as libraries in
Teamcenter, manage them and make them available to all users

Facts
Products
Teamcenter, Tecnomatix

Business challenges
Create globally uniform production facilities and assembly processes
Achieve higher efficiency in assembly process and material flow
Develop, test and optimise automation concepts
Combining product development with production planning

Keys to success

worldwide,” explains Ebert. “This way we preserve an entire
infrastructure of software and hard¬ware including training
material and can build on the existing users´ experience with
Teamcenter.” The expected results were a close alliance for
product development and a global, common platform for
factory planning and material flow optimisation.

Roll-out strategy after pilot project
In a pilot project carried out in Rothenburg in 2016, employees
received training by Siemens and developed, among other things,
a new assembly line and automated housing assembly with Line
Designer. Ergonomics studies were carried out with Process
Simulate and cycle times were successfully optimized using
simulations. The core team has now trained specialists for each of
the three software solutions, who can provide advice and support
to the decentralised employees at the locations. The system areas
created with Line Designer, such as conveyors and lifts, or models
of material transport trolleys and other devices, can be
parameterised. “By making the 3D models and scenarios available
worldwide, we save lots of work,” reports Ebert. “After adjusting
the parameters, they are simply re-used elsewhere. This brings us
almost automatically closer to the desired standardisation of
processes and systems across the product lines − cooking, washing
and dishwashing, drying and cooling/freezing − as well as the
sectors USA, South America, Asia/Pacific and Europe.”

Worldwide implementation of Teamcenter for Manufacturing
3D factory planning using Line Designer with central libraries
Robot simulations with Process Simulate
Checking of material flow and train routes, simulation and optimisation of
assembly processes with Plant Simulation

Results
Saved $2 million in buffer space and associated investments
Protected plant designs and investments
Ramped-up new plants without errors and delays
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Project Anderson, South Carolina
One location involves the complete construction of a new
refrigerator factory in Anderson, South Carolina, in which
refrigerator production is to be concentrated on the American
continent by mid-2019. There, a higher degree of automation
should save around 30% of human labour. Many processes were
planned with Tecnomatix in order to develop a new automation
concept, to plan the factory correctly at the first attempt and to
secure the immense investment. A very time-consuming
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production area is the plant for foaming the refrigerator walls
with hardening. All areas before and after are based on the process
times there. In order to design this bottleneck correctly at the first
attempt, the process was mapped and simulated as a one-piece
flow. “A lot of details had to be taken into account, such as
different materials and different models,” says Ebert. “To depict
all this was very time-consuming, but it was worth it.” The
accu¬rate results of Plant Simulation eliminate the need for large
buffers, saving approximately $2,000,000 by having one conveyor
and one high-bay warehouse for 5,000 refrigerators.
After foaming, the assembly processes branch to four lines.
Here, the train routes of the material flows were planned, simulated and optimised with all purchased parts of the parts lists for
30 models of the modular product design that go from the truck
to the assembly lines. With Process Simulate, the employees also
planned robot cells that would take over some of the previously
manual processes. “Even if the cells are not yet completely
detailed, we can decide with a high degree of certainty whether
we need one or three robots,” says Ebert. The high planning
reliability is conveyed to the management in 3D scenarios and
videos. “With the good visualisation possibilities of Tecnomatix,

I can show the management an early stage of planning that
makes the processes plausible. The 3D technology helps with
the verifica¬tion of assembly concepts as well as with the
selection of suppliers for automation solutions and provides
insights that I didn’t have before,” Ebert informs.

Worldwide deployment concept
The first projects have proved that Tecnomatix and
Teamcenter tools can be used to solve tasks and achieve goals.
However, the employees deal with the powerful tools regularly.
“We need specialists to take on new roles in our global team,”
Ebert says. “For successful standardisation, every topic must be
described centrally.” Further major projects are now also pending
in Europe. “The factory is too expensive to use as an experimental
field,” Ebert says, referring to Professor Dr Hans-Jürgen
Warnecke, a well-known scientist and former president of the
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft in Germany. “To test new concepts,
there are efficient simulation tools that make production
downtime superfluous.” ☐
Courtesy: Siemens PLM Software
Advt
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IMTEX 2019: Skyrocketing 50 years later
IMTEX has turned out to be an even bigger platform than
last for the metal cutting industry, seeing sundry exhibitors
from India and abroad alike. This year, the exhibition
highlighted topics, such as, Additive Manufacturing, the
impact of AME and Industry 4.0, and of course, celebrating
its 50 th year. As each year the exhibition remains exclusive,
its 50 th year was no different. A post-event report…
Like each year, IMTEX saw a throng of visitors, exhibitors
and customers from all across the country, where the entire
Indian metal cutting industry came together to trade, meet
and network. Besides the fact that IMTEX hit half a century
this year, it made sure to explore and talk about the latest
happenings and trends in the metal cutting and manufacturing
industry, from bringing the industry and academies to work
together to creating jobs in the industry.
At the IMTEX inauguration ceremony, Jamshyd N
Godrej, Chairman - Exhibitions, IMTMA, said that he has
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seen the quality of IMTEX getting only better with each year
and thanked the Government of Karnataka and other
developments that have been instrumental in its progress.
P Ramdas, President, IMTMA, said, “Manufacturing is
seeing good growth in the country, which will open doors for
research, creating a robust and competitive environment in
the industry.” V Anbu, IMTMA Director General, informed
that with the addition of a newly constructed state-of-the-art
hall measuring 17,500 square metres, IMTMA was able to
provide more space for exhibitors to showcase machines
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“This IMTEX is bigger, better, larger.
Worldwide, machine tools are driven
by automotives and there is a very
strong co-relation between the two.
The new challenges are Euro 6 and
BS6 automotive norms, which are
calling for different components and
machines. Medical machining is
turning out to be another important
machining sector with AM and metal
cutting for dental implants, custom
machines for bone screws, plates, etc.”
which in turn translated into more orders and enquiries than
ever before for the exhibition. Shri K J George, Minister for
Large & Medium Scale Industries, Government of Karnataka
and Indradev Babu, Vice President, IMTMA, were also
present at the exhibition.
Vikram Kirloskar, Vice Chairman, Toyota Kirloskar
Motor, extended a warm welcome to the audience. He threw
light on how the auto industry has been doing really well
because the machine tool industry is progressing as well. He
cited, “We are going to invest a lot in design and ideas in
order to meet stakeholder expectations in this area. We also
see a lot of youngsters showing off all that they have invented,
which is very motivating. It takes a long time to produce and
develop excellent products.”
Subsequently, Ram Venkataramani, President, ACMA,
spoke about how the auto component industry is a driving
factor for the machine tool industry. He informed, “Over the
years, the auto component industry has seen progressive
growth. However, it faces challenges, such as emissions,
environment protection, safety and more. It is getting ready
to face these challenges, which will eventually impact the
entire automotive value chain.” Venkataramani also gave his
views on the machine too industry, asserting that the industry
needs to take up sustainable approaches to turn to
environment-friendly manufacturing.

Creating employment
Up next, expressing his joy and respect over the 50th year
of IMTEX, Shri R V Deshpande, Honourable Minister for
Revenue, Government of Karnataka, pointed out that we did
not even have grounds 50 years ago for exhibitions, but have
reached there today because of sheer commitment, where the
exhibition is held in a very dynamic environment. “IMTEX
2019 has seen tremendous participation, including that from
overseas countries, from Germany to Taiwan,” he elucidated
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TK Ramesh,
MD & CEO,
Ace Micromatic

“The exhibition is getting more modern
each year and is trying to match the
international level of exhibitions. The
customers and visitors also come
prepared while visiting these
exhibitions. The visitors visit IMTEX
with several purposes in mind, from
networking to buying products. The
youngsters want an exposure to
technological upgradation, while the
well-connected visitors get more out of
the exhibition by networking.”
Sundariya S
Business Head-Machine & Precision
Components
Wendt (India)

and went on to tell the audience that the Government is
committed to solve several issues faced by the industry, a
significant one being the lack of employment. “By 2025, we
will be a country with the youngest population,” he explained
and continued, “So it becomes our responsibility to make sure
that the youth has work. This means that we have to create
more jobs. Hence, the government is focusing more on skill
development and I would like the industry to do the same.”
Agreeing on this, George also further stated that the state
has been in the forefront of many ventures, such as, setting
up the world’s largest solar park, launching booster kit for
start-ups, setting up an exclusive machine tool park, etc. He
called upon the manufacturing industry to do their business
in the state, including their capacity expansions.
Adding his thoughts, H D Kumaraswamy, Honourable
Chief Minister, Karnataka, said that the Government also
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“IMTEX attracts customers from all
over the country, this being a very
relevant platform for us to showcase
latest technology. The platform helps
customers know the changes taking
place in the industry and what are
the latest technologies available in
the market. They come here with the
solutions they need in mind, interact
with the exhibitors and look for
technologies that meet their demands.
As the requirements in the industry
have changed, so have the
interactions at IMTEX each year.”
B V Shyam
Managing Director
Blum Novotest Measuring & Testing
Technology

“We are getting enquiries from the
automation industry and SPM
(Special Purpose Machine) builders at
IMTEX this year – these two sectors
are growing in the Indian market. We
have been coming to every IMTEX
exhibition for the last six years. The
main purpose of participating in
IMTEX is to penetrate into the market
and to make aware that we are not fly
by night operators and are here to stay
and provide services to the industry.”
Vivek Nanivadekar
Executive Director
Fibro India Precision Products

“The trade fairs here are very
international, while that in China are
more domestic. The big difference is
the clients: the clients coming to the
exhibitions in India are from all over
the world, while those in China are
mostly from China itself and from
nearby places like Singapore and
Taipei. However, there aren’t really
many visitors from far-off countries,
such as, Germany and the US.”
Ada Lu
Director - Marketing Dept
Conprofe Technology Group
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aims to create lakhs of jobs and set up industrial clusters. The
global machine tool industry has been keen to participate in
IMTEX and the Government targets to bring in sustainable
growth, an aim which IMTEX tends to help achieve.

International Seminar on Machining Technologies
Another attraction at IMTEX 2019 was the 8th
International Seminar on Machining Technologies. Tim
Shinbara, Vice President - Technology, AMT, spoke about
digital strategies during the keynote address and pointed out
that anything one puts up on one’s site, it all comes down to
how one markets and brands oneself. Here, Jose Varghese,
Director Technology, DMG Mori India, spoke about the
challenges in large part manufacturing, such as, long cycle
times, chip volumes and unstable parts.
Besides, David Conigliaro, Product Manager, Mastercam’s
Mill Product Line, USA, threw light on how tools perform.
“Tool performance depends on feed, speed and motion to
manage chip load. Plus, too much heat destroys protective
coating and creates physical damage,” he enlightened.
So how does one know when a tool is machining effectively?
Conigliaro answered, “There are umpteen indicators that the
tool is machining effectively. The most prominent ones
include the chip size being consistent, good chip coloration,
and good machining sounds (no chirping or squeaking).”

The need for automation
Automation was another significant topic at the seminar.
Automation, without a doubt, has become a necessity than a
need. It has become a part of revolutionary technology. Peter
Wiedemann, Sales Director, Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
Germany, averred, “Automation has become a must in many
types of industries. We face a shortage of skilled people in
many industries which are being replaced by automation.”
Sameer Kelkar, CEO & R&D Head, Grind Master, shared
his thoughts as well. He said, “Robotic machining is
applicable in robotic milling/engraving, robotic grinding,
finishing and polishing, etc. For the manufacturing industry
to deploy robotics, it needs a combination of technology and
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management, where technology focuses on process/
applications development, control and programing softwares,
etc, while management puts its attention to turnkey solutions,
knowledge building and so on.”
Moving on, Udo Stolz, Vice President - Worldwide Sales
& Marketing, Gleason Corporation, stressed upon the
difference between honing and threaded wheel grinding.
“Both are partially competing processes and choosing the
right process requires the consideration of many criteria,
such as, goal of hard finishing, surface requirements, process
chain and application, target cost and more.”

Academic focus
One of the topics brought up recurrently in the
manufacturing industry is that of the industry and academies
working together, preparing students for what lies ahead for
them in the industry and giving them the exposure for it. So, to
develop this bond further, IMTMA provided academic
institutes a platform to exhibit their innovations and get closer
to the industry. Although most institutions presented R&D
projects through posters, some presented live demonstrations
of their inventions. 50 engineering colleges were introduced to
exhibit their pioneering developments, of which some have
already received sponsorship from the industry.
But it wasn’t just academia that had made its place in this
year’s IMTEX. India is a country with tremendous potential in
the manufacturing and metal cutting industry and many
countries look to reach out to it, one such country being Spain.
IMTEX saw over 10 Spanish companies as exhibitors this year.
The Spanish machine tools sector has been especially recognised
for its large scale and top-precision machinery. Over 200
Spanish companies have their presence in India, with a large
number of them belonging to the machines tool sector.
Besides, to make the Indian manufacturing community
aware of the benefits of smart technologies, a seminar on
Factory of the Future was also organised. The seminar
presented a global and Indian viewpoint for Industry 4.0,
creating a complete view on the significance of IT
infrastructure, data security and IIoT, and demystifying
myths related to its implementation. ☐
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“IMTEX is a good platform to showcase
new technology and launch innovative
products. The customers, too, have
become more interactive with the
exhibitors over the years. They are
serious and look for solutions and
alternate options available in the
market, as there are several
competitors available in the exhibition
for a single product. On the other
hand, many visitors come for window
shopping to keep themselves updated
on what is happening in the industry.”
Yatendra Kumar
Business Head
MOTULTECH

“We have been attending IMTEX for
over 40 years and have seen it
improve and change vastly, making it
a dominant exhibition for the Indian
subcontinent. At IMTEX, our main
target is to maintain relationships
with our present customers and to
make sure that everything works well
between the two of us. Besides, this is
also a platform for us to get new
opportunities and we get enquiries
from different kinds of industries.”
Philippe Selot
Manager, Marketing Communication
United Grinding

“When companies set up a stall, they
ought to ensure that all products are
displayed, and then, we take pains to
ensure that their customers understand
all that they have to offer. While
maintaining relations with clients, it is
prerequisite to hold on to customers
who’ve been interacting with the
company for decades while building
newer contacts with customers who
have just come in the industry and are
interacting for the first time.”
Prashant Shetty,
Executive Director,
Widia India
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Reimagining the future of Indian automobile
Established as an important domain for industrial
congregation, the recently held ACMA Technology Summit
and Expo intended to combine innovation with sustainability.
With insights on the pre-eminent developments in various
technological sectors, the event aspired to establish a bridge
between the current and futuristic trends such as, Artificial
Intelligence and e-mobility. A post event report…
The auto components market has shown a ceaseless
augmentation in technology enhancement, quality elevation
and congregation of analytical information, which would aid
the development of technologically richer automotive parts.
Thus, helping in industry's progression towards the dawn of a
new era of manufacturing, the auto components industry is
evolving with a vision of the future. In this context, the renowned
ACMA Technology Summit and Expo for the year 2019 was
held recently to showcase the transformative technologies.
The two-day event kicked off with the inaugural
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session, where FR Singhvi, Chairman, ACMA Skilling &
Mentoring and President, Sansera Engineering, delivered
the welcome address. Subsequently, an address by Ram
Venkataramani, President, ACMA & Managing Director,
IP Rings, asserted the technological changes and the
increased turnovers in the auto industry. Speaking about
Industry 4.0, the Guest of Honour for the event, Tom
Flack, President & Chief Procurement Officer, Tata
Motors, cited, “Industry 4.0 is a connecting fabric and our
vision is to stay connected to our customers.”
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Acknowledging excellence
This was followed by unveiling of the Compendium of
the ‘Best Practices of Auto Component Manufacturers’ and
the launch of ‘Excellence in Manufacturing…Inestimable
Mantras’ by C Narasimhan. The MOU signing ceremony
with MACE-India, IIT-Delhi, UNIDO, VDA-Germany,
Cardiff-UK & AOTS-Japan as the knowledge partners for the
ACMA Centre of Excellence (ACoE) and the felicitation of
the companies—Microsign Products, Bhavnagar & Kulkarni
Engineers, Pune—for supporting differently-abled people
paved a path for acknowledgements of excellence in
manufacturing, which was done through the ACMA Awards
2018 presentation ceremony.
On this occasion, Anant Geete, Honourable Union
Minister for Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises,
Government of India, who was also the Chief Guest of the
day, addressed the progress of the auto industry, and
predicted, “The auto industry will keep moving forward
slowly but steadily towards the direction of e-mobility.”
These encouraging words gave way to the Summit Expo 2019
inauguration and the award ceremony for ACT Best Cluster
CEO and ACT Cluster Hero. The inaugural session was
brought to an end with the vote of thanks delivered by Vinnie
Mehta, Director General, ACMA.

Overcoming challenges
Delving further into the summit, the first session was
heralded by Bhaskar Bhat, Managing Director, Titan Company,
who spoke about overcoming competition by showcasing
excellence in the entire business stream. “Staying relevant to
your target audience is important in order to stay competitive,”
Bhat explained and added, “It’s not about the competition but
being centred on the customer.”
The social responsibility to utilise resources smartly is a
concern acutely present in the automotive sector, which was
addressed by Ganga Charan Sharma, Vice President, Supply
Chain Audits & Customised Services, TÜV Rheinland India. In
his talk on ‘Supply chain sustainability’, Sharma remarked upon
business improvement by citing, “Every organisation has to align
its businesses in order to achieve its sustainable goals.”
Tackling customer-based challenges was a topic, which was
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further elucidated upon by Manish Advani, Head—Change
Management, Marketing & Public Relations, Mahindra Special
Services Group (MSSG) and TEDx Speaker. Through his talk on
‘Switching the gears of the mind-set’, Advani stressed on finding
inspiration by practicing gratitude and being people and
customer-centric.
Presenting the topic of ‘Artificial Intelligence—Need of
hour for manufacturing’, Dr Ketan Kotecha, Dean & Director,
Symbiosis Institute of Technology, maintained the topic’s
gravity by conferring that, “In the next five years, 60% of
companies are going to use Predictive Maintenance, which have
several advantages, from increasing production and revenue to
reducing equipment and labour cost.” With a brief discussion
on advancements in Industry 4.0, he concluded the first session.

The need for transformation
The next session was led by Subbu Machiraju, Leader, CKM
& Analytics, Centre for Knowledge Management, DuPont
Sustainable Solutions, USA, presenting the topic—Digital
(EHS) Environment, Health & Safety. Machiraju expounded on
the rapid automation and digitisation in industries and stated,
“With the advent of EHS 4.0, an employee’s skill sets can be
captured, and all interconnected systems will give more insights
and capture the address behaviours. Then, we can predict
incidences and avoid them.”
Following this, Masahisa Mizumoto, Senior Management
Consultant, Central Japan Industries Association, Japan, gave a
presentation on the importance of work place kaizen. He
stressed that the workplace should have promotion planning,
individual-company activity, auditing and action, which should
include implementation.
The need for transformation in the industry was
highlighted by Dr Michael Packianather, Senior Lecturer and
Course Director for MSc in Manufacturing Engineering,
Innovation & Management, Cardiff University, UK. He
articulately conveyed the need to move from mass
customisation to mass personalisation, using cloud-based
services to efficiently deliver manufacturing as a service to
customers. He further spoke on the benefits of IIoT for
Predictive Maintenance and increased energy efficiency and
overviewed the trends in the automotive sector, autonomous
vehicles, electrification and connected cars.
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The session came to an end with constructive discussions
on e-mobility and fuel challenges in Germany presented by
Angela Mans, Head of Foreign Trade & International
Relations, German Association of the Automotive Industry
(VDA), Germany. She affirmed, “The climate protection
policy should not be narrowed down to the efficiency of just
new cars but old cars as well. We must consider the idea of
e-gas, too, instead of just e-mobility.”

Looking into the future
The third session commenced with the revision in
manufacturing by Yogesh Kulkarni, Co-founder & COO, Altizon
Systems. Kulkarni talked about IoT and ways to reduce the
apprehension surrounding it and selecting the right technology.
While talking about the quality of a product, he highlighted how
collecting data and focussing on spaces of improvement helps.
The subject of ‘Reimagining future automobile’ was taken
up by Omkar Panse, AVP & Head of Product Management
(Infotainment, Telematics & IoT), KPIT Technologies. While
elucidating on the expanse of the automotive industry, Panse
spoke on the upcoming trend of electric vehicles and laid
importance on data accuracy in learning-based automated and
semi-automated environments.
Subsequently, Kavan Mukhtyar, Partner & Automotive
Leader, Pricewaterhouse Coopers, discussed the transformation
in Indian & global automotive industry. He pointed out that
companies are re-organising themselves to see how agile they
can be—digitally enabled, focused on speed and experienced.
He emphasised on collaborative designs and added, “Machines
and assets are the same, but people and skills are very important
and are different.”

Managing transformation
The last session for the first day began with Frank König,
Senior Project Manager, Siemens, UAE, discussing the topic of
‘Industry 4.0 – Airport logistics’. Dr Rene Van Berkel, UNIDO
Representative, Regional Office India, United Nations
Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), then
presented the case study on ‘Resource efficiency & cleaner
production for enhanced competitiveness & innovation in
auto components sector’. He explained the need to maximise
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efficiency to improve the well-being of workers, communities
and customers, and averred, “The outcome of this is increase
in productive output per unit and decrease in pollution
intensity per unit of productive output.” Berkel further spoke
on the relevance of Material Flow Cost Accounting (MFCA),
an environment management & accounting tool developed in
Germany and adopted widely in Japan, which focused on
tracing and quantifying resource waste.
The matter of collaborations among the global markets
was addressed by Adrián Gutiérrez, Science & Technology
Counsellor, Embassy of Spain in New Delhi, Chief
Representative of CDTI India and Southeast Asia. “Spain is a
key player in the European car industry,” Gutiérrez informed
while speaking on collaborations with Spain, “and worldwide,
it is the sector with one of the higher investments in R&D
and professional training. It also has a consolidated network
of universities and research organisations working for the
automotive industry.” Patrick Galster, Business Development
Manager, in-tech GmbH, Germany, focused on new charging
solutions, in-vehicle infotainment, cluster instruments and
EV charge controllers. Galster further conferred on shared
mobility and extending vehicles’ life-cycles.
In the final session, Professor David Worsley, Vice
President (Innovation), Swansea University, UK & Dr Ian
Mabbett, Associate Professor—Chemistry, COO—SUNRISE,
Swansea University, UK spoke on the topic, ‘Solar Power for
a zero carbon future?’. Elaborating on this, he highlighted
the sustainability of solar power while Mabbett discussed on
new types of solar power harnessers and photo-voltaics.
Thus, the first day of the summit concluded with the award
ceremony for ACT Best Cluster CEO, ACT Cluster Hero,
ACT Cluster Best Performing Company Award, Best Poster
Award and Best Slogan Award.

Embracing technologies
The second day of the summit was initiated with a
presentation by Mailam Engineering College, Tamil Nadu, on
‘Auto Emergency communication on vehicle for securing
human life’. This was followed by Arindam Lahiri, CEO,
Automotive Skills Development Council (ASDC), who shared
his valuable insights on the importance of industry-academia
collaboration. His topic, ‘Adopting learning technologies for
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better evaluation of skills training’ emphasised that linking
learning to assessment is critical. He further spoke on upskilling and re-skilling and cited, “Both, learning and accessing
that learning is a key component of this process.” He also
elaborated that this assessment can be carried out through
standardised test, which are non-informative in nature or by
workplace assessment, which gives on-the-job training.
In addition to this, the interest of the audience was amplified
by two sessions of success story sharing, which were realised
with ACMA Award winners. These were directed to Subros,
Gurgaon; Nandhini Rubber, Chennai; Sanjeev Auto Parts
Manufacturer, Aurangabad; and Excel Plast, Coimbatore.

Digitisation
An intriguing panel discussion soon followed, focussing
on ‘Business imperatives to drive efficiency in the supply
chain’ and was moderated by Balaji Iyer, Partner, McKinsey &
Co. The panellists for this vital session were Tom Flack; Lalit
Verma, Sr VP, CDMM-Automotive & Truck and Buses
division, Mahindra & Mahindra; D V Ranganath, Sr VPMaterials, Bajaj Auto; Rajesh Kumar Seth, GM & Divisional
Head - Purchasing, Honda Cars India; Sowmya Chaturvedi,
Purchasing Leader, Cummins India; Vishal Khanorkar, VP Head Central Purchase, Tata Autocomp Systems; Prashanth
Doreswamy, MD & Market Head, Continental Automotive
Components (India); and Milind Doiphode, GM-Procurement
and Supplier Quality, Mercedes-Benz India.
The panel discussed the value drivers in technology and
new business models, such as, Big Data decision-making,
agility in work processes and minimum incremental costs.
While discussing the rapid changes in technology, the
exchange centred on making it more cost-effective as it is still
at the pilot stage and not that developed in terms of scale. The
key points emphasised the need for an ecosystem of partners
and multi-paced organisations with a critical importance
given to readiness.
This ended the two-day ACMA Summit, which concluded
with a valedictory session. With intense sessions covering
several aspects of the auto components industry, the
technology summit expounded the remarkable scope for
e-mobility and flexible solutions, which are cost and resourceeffective and sustainable. ☐
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Control cables with heavy duty connectors
igus recently showcased control cables with heavy duty connectors that are advantages of the drylin® delta robots are it is lubrication-free and maintenanceready-to-connect, top and cost-effective. The company offers products from free drylin® W toothed belt axis with pick rate of 60/min due to lightweight
express catalogue; just select the right product and in no time it’s on your components made of plastic and aluminium. Its workspace is up to ø 360 mm.
machine. The harnessed chainflex® control & power cables with heavy duty This can be used for pick-and-place tasks, such as, belt transfer stations,
industrial connectors act as a premium product for your machine. 112 sorting systems, assembly systems, joining processes, handling of small parts
harnessed control cables from the catalogue from batch size 1, to your desired and for fast positioning tasks.
length & additional customised,
Using laser sintering
harnessed cables on request. For
As the company is now expanding
every application, the most inexpensive
its 3D printing service with
cable guarantees to do the job.
selective laser sintering, so the
Motor control system
wear-resistant prototypes or small
There is motor control system dryve
batches of components for moving
®
®
D1, for all igus motors ST, DC, EC/ The harnessed chainflex control & power cables with heavy duty industrial connectors applications can be made quickly,
BLDC. This is a wide range of
easily and delivered in a short
automation tasks by simple parameterisation in which no programming is period of time. It offers Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) with wear resistant highnecessary, with no software installation or app needed. It is controlled by performance plastics I3-PL in addition to the FDM method. Small batches of up
means of a PC, tablet or smart phone. This can be used for single axes, line, flat to 500 parts made of iglidur I3-PL, can be printed. The torsion applications with
linear and room linear robots and delta robots. Stepper (ST), DC and EC/BLDC PUR jacket are shielded with advantages of oil resistance and coolant
motors with up to 21 A peak currents and 48 V. Digital inputs/outputs, analogue resistance, flame retardant, notch resistance and most important hydrolysis
inputs, CANopen, Modbus TCP for connection to master control systems. The and microbe resistant.
igus India | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91 9341136381

Industrial gear units

Flexible shaft machine

Nord Drivesystems recently introduced MAXXDRIVE™ industrial gear
units for large conveyor belts, chain conveyors and large capacity bucket
elevators at the Grain Tech
Expo held in Kiev, Ukraine. All
the bearing points and sealing
surfaces of the MAXXDRIVE
Unicase housing are machined
in a single operation. Their two
versions are, helical and bevel
MAXXDRIVE™
gear units with flange mounted
or push-on housings can be
placed parallel or at right angles to the axis in conveyor systems, with
eleven sizes that powers from 2.2 to 4,000 kW and are designed for
torques from 15 to 250 kNm. They can be combined with a foot-mounted,
high efficiency IE3 motor on a motor rocker or frame and can be
connected to the motor via a hydraulic coupling. The practical
maintenance package from the company ensures that the industrial gear
units function reliably for long periods even under adverse conditions,
such as continuous operation, the effects of weather and abrasive dust.
All the geared motors can be controlled with frequency inverters, such
as, the Nordac Link field distributor.

Suhner recently introduced ROTOmax 2.0, which is a machine with a big
output and high tractive power. The foundation for this is a high-performance
2.0 kW motor, driven
by
connection
to
an alternating current
network.
It
is
a
professional machine that
was made for tough,
ROTOmax 2.0
prolonged work and has a
long service life. The
machine works surprisingly quietly. It is equipped with smooth starting, an
active brake to prevent long rundown times and optional hand and foot
controls. Manual units that can be changed at the speed of light convert the
machine into an angle grinder, straight grinder, angle polisher, belt sander
or tube polisher and make it suitable for grinding, cutting, roughing, rust
removal, brushing, polishing and far more. The preferred applications for
this tool include heavy work in foundries, boiler construction and steelworks,
mechanical workshops, and in companies that process stainless steel. The
handpieces that can be changed in a flash make the ROTOmax 2.0 an
efficient all-rounder that gets the best results at high power without putting
the user under excessive stress.

Nord Drivesystems | Pune
Email: india@nord.com | Tel: +91 20 39801200
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5-finger hane gripper
Schunk recently introduced SVH 5-finger hand proving its vision for the
grippers that will enable flexible operations and autonomous handling
scenarios. The company has
designed practical, industry-oriented
handling processes by limiting the
number of component variations. In
an initial use case that makes use of
machine learning approaches for
workpiece and gripping process
classification, interlocking building
blocks are randomly combined and SVH 5-finger hand
presented to a lightweight robot in a
random arrangement on a work surface. With each grip, the gripper learns
how to successfully pick up and transport the workpiece. After a few training
sessions, the network classifies how to handle the range of workpieces and
the resulting combination options. Due to the intelligence of the algorithm,
the gripper can classify future combinations and arrangements of workpieces
on its own. In this way, the system is capable to handle parts autonomously
and with sensitivity to the situation. The algorithms are continuously adapted
using AI methods. This makes it possible to reveal previously unrecognised
correlations and further refine the handling process.
Schunk | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91 80 405 38999

Battery power
Mobile, sustaining and powerful.
Specialising in difficult tasks.
Cordless, efficient working.
The battery tools from SUHNER.
SUHNER INDIA PVT LTD
Plot No. 235, U2, Bommasandra Industrial Area,
BANGALORE - 560099
abrasive.in@suhner.com
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» E-mobility
The government plans to have electric
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However, it poses many challenges,
from infrastructure to adapting battery
technology. The following issue analyses
why e-mobility is necessary for India.

» Laser/Plasma Cutting
Plasma cutting has numerous benefits,
which has made it a sought after application
in different industries. It does not only cut
down production and labour costs but also
improves the quality of the product. The
subsequent issue discusses the various
benefits of laser/plasma cutting.

» Industrial robotics
Industrial robotics offer substantial
benefits to SMEs and large
manufacturers. A majority of industrial
robots are standardised and offer
spontaneous programming methods.
Hence, they are easy to use and assure
of accuracy in the manufacturing
process. The following issue explores the
latest developments in industrial robotics
and the challenges it brings.
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PRECISION IN A
SINGLE SET-UP

CRANKSHAFT GRINDING
The JUCRANK takes care of all crankshaft grinding operations
in a single clamping set-up. From ultra-small, single-stroke to
large, multiple-stroke crankshafts – each platform enables the
efficient rough and finish grinding of crankshafts across the
whole range of series sizes.

www.junker-group.com
Erwin Junker
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
India Branch Office
Office No. 104, City Square
29-2, K.M. Gandhi Path
Bhamburda
411 005 Shivaji Nagar
Pune, India
+91 20 255338-96
info@junker.in

JUNKER PREMIUM-SERVICE:
• Guaranteed servicing
• Fast and competent
• 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• Worldwide servicing network
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